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The purpose of this project was to observe and analyze

Takis Muzenidis' methods of casting, rehearsal procedures

and philosophy of directing as illustrated.in his production

of The Libation Bearers at North Texas State University.

Chapter I is an introduction to Muzenidis' background,

qualifications and purpose for being at North Texas. Chap-

ter II is a subjective description of Muzenidis' methods of

casting, style of directing and relationship with the cast

and crew. Chapter III discusses problems that occurred in

the production. Chapter IV examines the production results

through an audience analysis and interviews with the cast and

crew. Chapter V is a summary of the thesis with a personal

evaluation of the production and the director.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Takis Muzenidis, past Director of the National Theatre

of Greece, considers himself a missionary. "If you go into

theatre for money or fame," Muzenidis explained, "you will

not be successful or content. You must look upon theatre as

a religion and your role in this religion as your mission in

your life" (see Appendix A, p. 72). Truly, his life charac-

terizes this statement.

As a child in Greece, Muzenidis was destined to follow

in his father's footsteps as a member of Parliament. His

first degree was in Law at Athens University. While he was

working on his law degree, a friend offered him a position

on his newspaper as a drama critic. Muzenidis had always

been interested in the arts; so he thought this would give

him an excellent opportunity to see the various kinds of

theatre being produced in Athens. From these experiences,

he soon formulated his own ideas about what constituted good

play direction. Also from attending these theatrical pro-

ductions, he discovered he was developing a great desire to

learn more about the theatre.

Muzenidis' constant drive for knowledge directed him

to the Universities of Hamburg and Berlin where he studied

drama, history of art, history of the theatre, and psychology.
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While studying in Germany, Muzenidis entered an international

competition to work as assistant to the noted German director,

Jurgen Fehling. Muzenidis explained,

Seventeen young artists from different countries
took part in this competition. An Englishman,
descendant of the well-known theatre family, Yeats,
and myself were selected by the committee. The
famous director, Fehling, had to decide who of
both of us will be engaged. After some days of
discussions with Fehling, he selected me for the
position. I think it was because he could train
me in his own style since I was without any ex-
perience

During the three years that Muzenidis was in Germany,

he became familiar with all aspects of expressionistic drama

from the most notable directors of the time, including

Vsevelod Meyerhold and Max Reinhardt. When the National

Theatre of Greece contacted Muzenidis in 1938 to return to

Athens and direct, he replied that he would only be in-

terested if he were given the title of Director of the

National Theatre. The National Theatre had never awarded

anyone the exclusive title of Director before, but in order

to attain Muzenidis' directing expertise, they granted him

the title with the position. When Muzenidis retired in

1975 after serving as Director of the National Theatre of

Greece for thirty-seven years, the government retired the

title with him.

There was a time period, however, that Muzenidis was

banned from the National Theatre of Greece because of his

ties in Germany. In 1942, through an official legislative

order, a proclamation was posted on the door of the National
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Theatre forbidding him to enter into the theatre for any rea-

son. After this incident, Muzenidis and three of the most

acclaimed actors in the National Theatre contacted an inde-

pendent theatre company and within a year had founded the

experimental theatre company, "Curtain." "Starting with

The Tempest by Shakespeare and Don Carlos by Schiller, we

performed without set designs or costumes using only some

symbolic elements. It was a kind of expressionism and

constructivism" (see Appendix G, p. 114). Soon, the

disagreement between the Greek government and Muzenidis

was settled and he was reinstated as Director of the Na-

tional Theatre of Greece.

Muzenidis also served as Professor of Acting at the

State Academy of Theatre Arts in Athens uninterruptedly

from 1938 until his retirement in 1975. Constantly

searching for new missions in the theatre, he was the

founding director for the first Greek school for musical

theatre. Over a period of years, he has directed seven

musical comedies and six reviews. He also has served as

theatre expert for UNESCO, which involved such activities

as supervising the establishment of the National Theatre

of Cyprus.

His intense work is characteristic of a man who has

traveled the world over many times directing both Greek

and world drama. His credits reflect an expertise in

such diversified works as those by Bertolt Brecht, Pedro
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Calderon de la Barca, Albert Camus, Miguel de Cervantes,

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Maxim Gorky, Henrik Ibsen, Franz

Kafka, Lope de Vega, Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Moliere, Eugene

O'Neill, Luigi Pirandello, Jean-Paul Sartre, Friedrich Schil-

ler, Eugene Scribe, George Bernard Shaw, Richard Brinsley

Sheridan, August Strindberg and many others. He has directed

play productions for the National Theatre of Ankara, Turkey;

the National Theatre of Sofia, Bulgaria; the National Thea-

tre of Cairo, Egypt; and the National Theatre of Istanbul,

Turkey. He has toured performances of the trilogy Orestia

and Agamemnon by Aeschylus and Oedipus The King by Sophocles

with his company from the National Theatre of Greece to

Egypt, Cyprus, England, Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Japan,

and Turkey. In addition to these tours, he also has re-

ceived official invitations to Paris, France, by the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs; London, England, by the British Consul;

and Warsaw, by the Polish Ministry of Culture to present pro-

ductions by the National Theatre of Greece in their countries.

He has presented lecture series on "Problems In Interpreting

Ancient Drama" in France, Germany, Egypt, Canada and the

United States.

With his busy schedule, Muzenidis still has found time

to write seven books: The Art of Diction, Aeschylus and His

Theatre, Stage Direction, The Stanislavsky Method, The Black

Sea Theatre, The Chinese Theatre, and The Theatrical Stage.

He is also editor of Thespis, the periodical of the Hellenic
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Centre of the International Theatre Institute. He is cur-

rently involved in research on the psychology and ideological

tendencies of the youth in the United States for a book to

be published in 1978.

As Secretary General of the Hellenic Centre of the

International Theatre Institute, an institute vitally con-

cerned with the theatrical activities in Western and Eastern

Europe, the United States and Asia, Muzenidis represented

Greece in the International Cultural and Theatrical Con-

gresses in France, Italy, West and East Germany, Hungary,

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Russia, China,

India, Egypt, Turkey, England, Japan, Canada and the United

states.

Muzenidis first came to the United States to direct

a theatrical production in 1965. He explains how this de-

veloped,

Professor Garff Wilson, at that time unknown to
me, of the University of California has seen a
production of mine at the Epidauros Festival.
He recommended to the Department of Theatre Arts
to invite me, and so I was, for the first time
in the United States in 1965, directing the Anti-
gone at the open-air Greek theatre of Berkley.
After the considerable success of the production,
the president of the University of California,
Professor Kehr, has accepted my proposal to es-
tablish a campus in Delphi. The Study Center for
Classical Drama of the University of California
has been established by an agreement between the
Greek Government (Minister of Education) and the
regents of the University of California (see Ap-
pendix G, p. 114).

Muzenidis' last tour to the United States in March of

1976 had the following purposes: (1) To continue his teaching
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activities in different universities in the United States by

directing a ten day seminar at the Dallas Theater Center

and lecture at the University of Texas at Arlington; (2) To

complete his research for his book on the psychological and

ideological tendencies of the youth in the United States;

and (3) To produce The Libation Bearers at North Texas State

University in Denton, Texas.

In order to come in closer contact with different Amer-

ican universities and because of a friend's recommendation,

Muzenidis wrote to the Division of Drama at North Texas in

November, 1974, stating that he would be visiting the United

States from January through April of 1975 and during the

same period in 1976. He expressed his desire to "a) give

either a limited or extensive series of lectures at the

department and b) perhaps, eventually, if you wish me to

direct one tragedy or comedy in your University theatre"

(see Appendix G, p. 87 ). Muzenidis explained,

Mr. Marder had the kindness to answer my letter
on 25 November 1975 saying, among others; "As a
former graduate of the Dallas Theater Center, I
was 'out working' when you directed Lysistrata
there, but I did have the opportunity to see
that fine production and talk with Mr. Baker and
the students involved. . . . They all spoke
highly of you as a Director, an Artist, a Scho-
lar and an Individual," and asked me to direct
a Greek drama at Denton. This was the starting
point (see Appendix G, p. 115).

What seemed to be the starting point to Muzenidis was

the end of a long and tedious process by Dr. Marder. Aware

that the production budget for the Division of Drama would
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not be sufficient to pay production costs and Muzenidis'

hororarium for directing the show, Dr. Marder contacted

Dr. Dorothy Pijan, Director of the North Texas State Uni-

versity Union and Campus Activities and Chairman of the

Fine Arts Committee. He proposed that Muzenidis "come as

an Artist-in-Residence to North Texas State University to

work with Drama, Dance, Music and Art students for one

month preparing a dramatic production for the benefit of

the total university community as a part of the 1975-76

Fine Arts Series (see Appendix G, p. 90 )." He requested

the Muzenidis' fee of $1,500.00 and his on-campus housing

and meals be paid for out of the funds of the Fine Arts

Series. The Division of Drama, in turn, offered to absorb

production costs, estimated to be no more than $1,500.00.

On April 30, 1975, the Fine Arts Committee, in co-

operation with the academic disciplines of drama, dance,

music and art, extended to Muzenidis a formal and official

offer to come to North Texas, to reside on-campus and to

direct a classical Greek play, working with North Texas

students of dance, music, drama and art in production work

and as performers (see Appendix G, pp. 95, 96 ).

Once the contract was finalized, a production staff

was organized by the Drama Division to work with Muzenidis.

The staff originally was to be composed of student repre-

sentatives from the areas of drama, dance, music and art;

however, the Art Department preferred to wait until Muzenidis

arrived on campus before they selected a representative.
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The production staff consisted of David Evans, Di-

vision of Drama, Faculty Advisor and Assistant to the Di-

rector; Danny Rogers, Division of Drama, Assistant Director,

John Gibson, School of Music, Composer; David Newell and

Brenda DeVore, Divison of Drama, Costumer/Designers; Dr.

Daryl M. Wedwick, Drama Faculty, Designer/Technical Director;

Jean Cowsar, Area of Dance, Choreographer; and Mark Davis,

Division of Drama, Stage Manager.

Physical arrangements had to be attended to prior to

Muzenidis' arrival to provide for housing, meals, telephone

service and transportation. Also, rehearsal space and time

had to be scheduled for the forthcoming Muzenidis produc-

tion. The plan was to complete these arrangements prior to

the first production meeting with Muzenidis when he arrived

in Denton on February 6, 1976.



CHAPTER II

MUZENIDIS AT WORK

Every work intended for performance on the stage in-

volves directing. Just as there are various styles of

drama, there are also various styles and methods of direct-

ing. Each director, through careful study and practice,

chooses those methods which serve him best and those methods

constitute his technique.

No matter which techniques the director uses, there

are certain objectives every director works to accomplish

in order that a production be successful. Monsier Porel,

speaking at the International Theatre Congress of 1900,

described the purpose of a director as

To grasp clearly the author's idea in a manu-
script, to explain it patiently and accurately to
hesitant actors, to see the play develop and take
shape from minute to minute. To watch over the
production down to its slightest details, its stage
business, even its silences, which are sometimes as
eloquent as the written script. To place the be-
wildered or awkward supernumeraries where they be-
long and to train them, to bring together in one
cast obscure actors and stars. To harmonize all

these voices, all these gestures, all these various
movements, all these disimilar things--in order to
achieve the right interpretation of the work en-
trusted to you.

Then, having accomplished this and having
methodically done all your preliminary studying
in the calm of your library, to take charge of
the material side of production. To supervise
patiently and accurately the carpenters, scene-
painters, costumers, upholsterers, and electri-
cians.

9
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To listen to advice from interested parties,
to weigh it in the mind, to decide when to follow
and when to reject their advice. Finally, with a
quickening of the heart, to open one's hand, give
the signal, let the work appear before so many as-
sembled people. It is an admirable profession, is
it not? One of the most curious, one of the most
fascinating, one of the most subtle in the world
(2, pp. 89-90).

Working with Muzenidis proved to be a most curious

and most fascinating experience. Never before had students

at North Texas had the opportunity to observe a director

work with such control and such authority in all areas of

production. Those involved in the production were not only

able to observe first-hand his style of directing and phi-

losophy of theatre; but, at the same time, were able to

examine the results of such a style and philosophy in an

actual working environment.

At the first meeting with the assistant director,

designer/technical director, stage manager, music com-

posers, costumer/designer, and choreographer, Muzenidis

outlined the four major areas of the production which

would need special attention. These four areas were

(1) music, (2) stage setting, (3) costumes and (4) choreo-

graphy. He explained to the staff that the style of pro-

duction would be expressionistic. Jurgen Fehling, Muzenidis'

teacher during his years in Germany, had an obvious affect

on Muzenidis' staging of The Libation Bearers at North Texas.

Fehling, who "was catapulated to fame in 1921 as the director

of Ernst Toller's Man and the Masses," (1, p. 286) is most
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noted for his expressionistic theatrical techniques which

were considered revolutionary. Two major techniques found

in Fehling's work were used by Muzenidis for his staging of

The Libation Bearers. Virtually no scenery was used to

indicate specific place and only essential properties and

furniture were used in order to focus the major attention on

mood and atmosphere created with shafts of light, Lusic, and

chorus-like masses.

In order to create a unified production, it would be

imperative for everyone's individual personality to be in

harmony with Muzenidis, as director, in total control. He

warned the staff at the first production meeting that in

order to achieve this unity, "My instructions, my every

word, every sentence will be again, again, again." That

is what occurred. So much so that "Is no good, do again"

became his trademark. Once the general instructions were

explained and discussed, Muzenidis scheduled separate meetings

with respective production staff members to discuss specific

details of the area they represented. In the true style of

the European director, Muzenidis controlled all aspects of

the production from the first meetings.

The morning after the production staff meeting, Muzen-

idis met with John Gibson and Ken Bales to discuss the music

to be composed for The Libation Bearers. He explained that

he had selected electronic music for this production because

it more closely resembled the eerie, non-melodic music of the
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ancient Greek period. Since the mood and style of the music

had been discussed in correspondence with the composer prior

to Muzenidis' arrival, the primarytask now was to determine

the meaning of the musical parts as they related to the

structure of the script and how to best express that meaning

through music. It was decided that several passages of the

script would be sung by the chorus. These passages needed

special attention since the music, when sung, would so

greatly influence the expression and the mood of the passage.

The mood Muzenidis desired to create was one of suspense and

uneasiness. The composers found it difficult at first to

avoid using melodic tones so indicative of the modern Wes-

tern culture. Many times in the beginning Muzenidis would

listen to the music segments the composers had completed and

then preface his comments by saying, "Is good, but my impres-

sion is this. . . ." After discussing the primitive style

of the ancient Greek music that he was looking for, he would

send the composers away to rework the segment.

Muzenidis met with Dr. Wedwick on stage to discuss the

design and construction of the stage setting and special

technical effects that the show would require. Through

earlier correspondence, Muzenidis had explained to Wedwick

that the stage setting should represent the ancient Greek

theatre, but in an abstract way. It was important that

the setting be expressionistic in style (see Appendix G,

p. 111).
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The setting consisted of three six foot by eight foot

sections of seats designed similar to stadium bleachers.

They were placed stage left, up center and stage right to

form a semicircle. There were two four foot openings be-

tween the sections which served as passageways for entrances

and exits by the actors (see Appendix F). The grave of

Agamemnon was to be placed down center stage. Three statues

representing the gods Apollo, Hermes and Zeus were placed

stage right, up left and down left. Muzenidis described

the possible design of the statues as having a basic frame-

work representing a human form with each statue having a

distinctive symbol, such as the lightening rod for Zeus, to

identify the particular god it represented.

The next meeting that Muzenidis scheduled was with

Brenda DeVore and David Newell to discuss the costume de-

signs. The costume designs for both shows had been mailed

to Muzenidis before his arrival in Denton (see Appendix

G, p. 111) but they did not reach him in Greece before

his departure for the United States. When he did see the

designs, he rejected them because they did not reflect the

style that he was working toward in this particular produc-

tion. Newell's original designs were very rich and elaborate.

The material he had selected was light and delicate. Muzen-

idis wanted a very simple style in line and look for the

costumes, all using the same basic pattern and adding acces-

sories to those that needed to be more elaborate. He envisioned
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them being made of heavy, durable material. Since the chorus

represented an ensemble, the costumes played an important

part in developing their anonymous personality. Also, the

chorus' costumes had to be designed in such a way as to

equalize the various shapes and sizes of the chorus members,

thus unifying their visual image on stage.

For Director Muzenidis, the choreographer had two func-

tions: (1) to work with the actors so that their movements

would reflect the desired unity and style that he wanted

and (2) to choreograph the dances in the production. Since

the actors had little or no training in stylized stage move-

ment, the choreographer's primary task was to help them

express the proper emotions and images of their characters

through stylized movement. Muzenidis explained to the

choreographer in their first general meeting that the stage

must always reflect movement, "the continuous unfolding of

the story." The actors' movements needed to help each scene

move progressively and with ease into the next scene, always

reflecting the proper moods and emotions of the play.

In earlier correspondence with the assistant director,

Muzenidis requested that the students prepare a three-minute

prepared monologue from an ancient Greek play for their

audition (see Appendix G, p. 112). Since the students had

little or no training in performing ancient Greek drama,

the monologues proved to be a very poor indicator of their

acting ability. Muzenidis, realizing the problem, asked
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the students to perform a scene from a play that they had

been in previously. By presenting modern scenes that they

had acted before, those auditioning felt free to use ges-

tures and add movement which enabled Muzenidis to better

analyze their capabilities. The students were also required

to sing a song of their choice to help Muzenidis determine

their vocal ability and range. Each student was then asked

to perform some basic dance steps with the choreographer

in order that their coordination could be observed. Muzen-

idis concluded the audition by asking each person a few

general questions. He explained to the assistant director

after the auditions that these general questions enabled

him to study the sensibilities of the students (see Appendix

A, p. 63).

If time had permitted, Muzenidis would have preferred

to sit and get acquainted with the students and discuss the

play with them. Also, he usually gives actors something

to improvise during the audition to observe their creativity

and their level of concentration. However, he felt that in

an educational environment, the students' acting abilities

and knowledge of theatre were so equal that his task as

director was not to choose the most qualified actor for

the job, but to eliminate those who had so little ability

that he would have difficulty working with them in such a

brief period of time (see Appendix A, p. 63).

After the auditions, Muzenidis met with his assistant

director and the Director of the Division of Drama to ask
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their help in casting the show. He described the physical

characteristics of the major roles in the script and sug-

gested special qualities that would be required of the actor

to play the role. For example, he believed that the char-

acter of Clytemnestra must be able to express the feminine

qualities of a stately queen, but possess the physical

strength of a brutal man. The actress had to have a com-

manding stage presence. His Orestes was not a strong

character; he was controlled by others. Electra needed

to be physically the picture of purity and innocence,

yet be strong enough to know what she wants and know how

to use others to attain it. Celissa, the oldest of the

characters, needed to be able to express tenderness and

human emotions in order to arouse compassion within the

audience. He wanted the servant to have a strong, dynamic

voice since Muzenidis believed he had the most important

line in the play. Aegisthus should be young and beautiful

and express arrogance and pride through his actions.

As Muzenidis described each character, he offered two

to five names of students who auditioned to be openly dis-

cussed in terms of how they fit the physical description of

the character, their past experience on stage and their

dependability. The actor's dependability was the most im-

portant quality to Muzenidis. He explained that if he could

use actors with experience and who were dependable he would

be happy to use them; but if he had to decide between experienced
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actors wh1were not dependable or dependable actors with no

experience, he would use the dependable actor. An experienced

actor who was not dependable would be of no use to him.

Muzenidis announced that he had decided to double-cast

each major speaking role in order to give more students an

opportunity to work in the production. This meant that stu-

dents would alternate playing a major speaking role one night

and a member of the chorus or a minor role the next perform-

ance. Once the casting decisions were made, a list of the

cast was posted and the time and location of the first re-

hearsal was announced.

The first rehearsal with the actors with speaking parts

was more informal than the production staff meetings had

been. Muzenidis wanted to get to know his cast and he wanted

them to understand what would be expected of them. He ex-

plained to the assistant director before the meeting began,

"'Always when you direct, the people must not be bored. Also,

you must win their respect. They must know you are thinking

of their well-being."

Muzenidis' discussion with the cast concerning their

individual characters was limited to family relationships

in the trilogy. He asked the actors to tell him about the

characters in order that he might realize what they already

knew about the play and to start them thinking about char-

acter development. He warned against looking for psycho-

logical motivation behind the character's action since many
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of the things that happened could not be justified psycho-

logically. He explained that unlike characters of modern

theatre, the characters of ancient Greek drama were forms

rather than types. He continued his explanation with the

actors during the rehearsal by discussing three character

levels:

There are three levels: the type: the drunk;
the character: so and so as a mother; and the form:
the sense of the characters. Moliere's The MiserFis
a character, not a type. Type comes from modern
comedy. In tragedy, we have only forms and not
characters.

Since we are working with forms, they can be
played many ways. For instance, the servant can
like Aegisthus and Clytemnestra or resent their
authority. Both ways of playing the character are
perfectly acceptable. We must decide which way
the actor wants to play the character and agree.
I should not tell the actor how to play the char-
acter.

When Muzenidis directs a show in Greece, he schedules

approximately one month of time to discuss the play with

the actors and allow them to find their own character.

However, at North Texas, he had only one month to prepare

the entire production. This meant that character discus-

sion had to be limited to three days. Therefore, in order

for the actors to better understand their characters and

to counteract the brief time for open discussion and analysis,

he instructed them to write a character analysis describing

the character's physical characteristics, desires, motiva-

tions and relationships with other characters.

The action of the play was easily divided into ten

units similar to the way French-scenes are divided by the
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entrance of a new character. From 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.

each weekday, Muzenidis scheduled individual rehearsals with

the leading actors. During these rehearsals, he and the ac-

tor would discuss characterization and line interpretation

for separate units. From 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., all of

the leading actors would assemble to read through the unit

using the line interpretations they had learned in their

individual rehearsals. He worked with the chorus and chorus

leaders from 5:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. on line interpretation,

music and movement. At 7:00 p.m., the entire cast assembled

for blocking rehearsals and a run-through of the play by

units. Weekend rehearsals were from 10:00 a.m. until 12

noon for the chorus, at which time he conducted individual

line interpretation rehearsals; and from 2:00 p.m. to 7:00

p.m. when he worked with the entire cast.

In the first line rehearsal with the leading actors

and with the chorus members, Muzenidis presented a list of

what he called his "international symbols" for the actors

to use when marking their script to denote pauses or special

emphasis. He stressed the importance for the actors to

understand these symbols and how to execute them:

Breath --- Stretch out
vi Double breath -D Connect
/ Break, stop P Piano
N Pause P Pianissimo
<. Cresendo F Forte
> Diminish f Fortissimo

Just as he had expressed to the production staff, in

order to create a unified production, he would have to dominate
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over everyone's individual personalities. He stressed to

the leading actors that the double casting was not intended

to cause competition; instead it should be looked on as a

collective work with everyone giving and sharing to create

an ensemble.

Muzenidis explained that all ancient Greek dramas

were written to convey a message to the people of their

day. In most cases, the messages were just as meaningful

today as when the plays were written and originally being

performed. During one of the rehearsals with the actors,

Muzenidis explained that the establishment of justice was

the central theme in the Orestian Trilogy:

Injustice and primitive blood-feuds must be eli-

minated in society if high social position and
human justice is ever to be attained. There must

be a compromise of the good of the old ideas and

the good of the new ideas. Wisdom can be learned

only through experience and suffering. One crime,
if not punished, leads to another. Blood, once

shed, can never be atoned for. Authority is the
foundation for civilization.

This was later restated in a more dramatic form and then

a tape recorded to be played for the audience prior to

every performance (see Appendix E).

Muzenidis gave the same directions to the chorus mem-

bers concerning vocal quality that he had given the music

composers. Their individual and collective vocal quality

must express an eerieness in mood to indicate that all is

not right. To achieve this mood, he instructed the chorus

members to speak with a low, deep voice. The chorus was
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told not to speak in a "pretty" or high-pitched voice. The

barbaric, savage effect Muzenidis was striving for vocally

carried over into physical characterization as well. He

described the chorus as "primitive, barbaric, they are not

young, want vengence, are bitter, are filled with hate and

pain, they are slaves, captive women, they find no rest."

He explained to the chorus that they must feel this hate in-

side them. To help them feel the hate, he instructed them

to stand up and say the word "hate" over and over again.

He also had them move to the sound of the word in order to

express the emotion physically.

Some of the chorus verses in the script were too long

to be recited in unison. Muzenidis assigned these verses

to members of the chorus who served as chorus leaders. Each

member of the chorus was allowed to audition for the solos

of the chorus leader. A four-line stanza from the play was

assigned to be memorized by those who wanted to audition.

Each person that auditioned had to interpret the mood and

emotion of the stanza and perform it for Muzenidis. Only

one major chorus leader was selected, but Muzenidis gave

each chorus member at least one solo line to speak.

Blocking rehearsals were directed by Muzenidis with

such energy and emotion that it was like watching a per-

formance in itself. He worked on the stage with the actors

guiding them through each and every movement. Helen Krich

Chinoy says of Goethe's style of directing in Directors On
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Directing that "on the stage marked out in squares every

single position and movement was determined beforehand with

the aim of producing a harmonious and pleasing spectacle"

(2, p. 20). Apart from the stage markings, Muzenidis worked

with the same precision to achieve the same result.

Before the blocking could actually begin, a substitute

setting had to be constructed until the actual setting was

completed. Some directors choose merely to tape off the

dimensions of the set for rehearsal purposes, but Muzenidis

wanted more, primarily because the actors would have so little

time to adjust to the actual stage setting. It was also

necessary to have step units to indicate the three sections

of seats so the actors could become accustomed to moving on

them.

The actors were told not to worry about line memoriza-

tion presently; that would come later. It was only important

to memorize the patterns of physical movement. Muzenidis

explained the significance of the movement by stating that

every scene in a play has a movement all its own which, in

turn, is dependent upon the general movement of the play.

This movement is parallel to the mood, vocal tones, line

interpretation and visual technical elements in the produc-

tion; therefore, learning one helps in all areas which the

actor will be involved.

Again, lack of acting experience for the actors was

constantly evident and created problems for Muzenidis as
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he directed. He had to explain everything from proper stage

posture to how to move on stage. One of the most difficult

techniques for the actors to master was that of speaking with

their backs to the audience. Most young, inexperienced actors

have been indoctrinated with a list of "do's and don't" known

a "The Rules of Acting" (3, p. 114) at some time during their

early experiences. These rules, used primarily by amateur

directors working with inexperienced actors, are simply a

set of blocking procedures that seem most effective on the

stage. Although Muzenidis used many of these rules himself,

his blocking techniques did not incorporate having the actors

consistently turn downstage toward the audience or forbidding

an actor to turn his back on the audience. He explained

that he noticed many of the actors would hesitate when he

blocked them into a position with their back to the audience.

The actors tried so hard to follow Muzenidis' direction that

when he blocked them with their back to the audience, and

then instructed them to turn slightly toward the audience

in order for their lines to be heard, the actors would turn

their bodies but not their heads. To attain a more pleasing

stage picture through the body positions of actors in these

sequences, Muzenidis would first block the actors with their

backs to the audience and then gradually change their position

until they were at just enough of an angle for their lines to

be heard. By making this adjustment gradually over a period

of several rehearsals, oftentimes the actors were unaware that
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their blocking had been changed or that they had mastered

speaking without directly facing the audience.

Blocking a chorus of fifteen inexperienced actresses

can be extremely hazardous; but Muzenidis approached the

task with ease and confidence. He utilized their physical

variations in height, size, and shape to form expressive

stage pictures. He had the various chorus members stand on

different levels as much as possible. If this was not pos-

sible, he would have some to kneel, a few to cluster, some

to bend over and some stand upright. While helping to ex-

press the mood of the scene, this technique also created

exciting stage pictures for the audience to view. At times

the chorus covered the entire stage area and seemed to be

twice the size in number and at other times they formed

such a small, uniform group that it was almost impossible

to distinguish one body from the other.

Since the music composers were involved in the rehearsals

from the beginning, the majority of the music problems had

been solved prior to technical rehearsals. The setting was

near enough to completion by these rehearsals so as not to

arouse any grave concern or threat of not being completed

on time. Thus, Muzenidis was able to concentrate his atten-

tion on lighting and costumes as the week of technical re-

hearsals began.

At the first production meeting, Muzenidis requested

a lighting plan of the theatre in order to know its
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capacities and capabilities. From this, he was able to de-

termine what was possible in stage lighting. Within the

week, he had marked a script with all of the light cues

that would be necessary for the production. This was given

to the technical director. Together, they discussed the

colors of gelatin to be used, the moods to be established

and special lighting effects that would be necessary. With

this information, the technical director was ready to design

the light plot. Muzenidis requested a copy of the light

plot which he took home and memorized.

One rehearsal during "tech week" was designated as a

light rehearsal. The actors dreaded the rehearsal because

they knew how hard it would be to concentrate with the per-

formance being constantly stopped to correct and adjust the

lights. No one was prepared for what took place that Sunday

afternoon.

It took forty-five minutes to work out the first three

light cues in the show and they were not as Muzenidis wanted

them. His patience gave out, his shouting became louder and

finally he said that he could not spend any more rehearsal

time working with crews who had not rehearsed cues or were

not experienced enough to take cues on call. The actors

still needed work and, therefore, he would have to set up

a special rehearsal alone with the light crew.

The next day, he met with the light crew and went

through each light cue until the crew managed to overcome
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their major difficulties in operating the light board and

executing the cues. The light crew was still having trouble

with the timing of the cues during the run-through with

the cast the following evening; so Muzenidis continued to

arrange special rehearsals with the light crew until they

began to feel secure with the timing of the cues and their

problems in operating the board were worked out. Even

(luring the production, Muzenidis met with the light crew

two hours before the production and had them run each light

cue.

The lighting of the performance, once problems were

solved, was one of the most exciting elements in the pro-

duction. As David Belasco explained, "Lights are to drama

what music is to the lyrics of a song. No other factor

that enters into the production of a play is so effective

in conveying its moods and feeling. They are as essential

to every work of dramatic art as blood is to life" (2,

p. 127). Lighting was used symbolically in the Agamemnon

pantomime when the maidservants pantomimed rolling out the

red carpet at Agamemnon's arrival. Red light flooded the

center section of the center step unit to symbolize Agamem-

non's forthcoming death. The low intensity of the lighting

in several scenes throughout the production helped to express

the gloom of the environment and the uneasy feeling that all

was not right.

The first costume parade last approximately two hours.

Each member of the cast, when his name was called, met
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Muzenidis and the costumer center stage. In this first cos-

tume parade, Muzenidis concentrated on how the costume fit

and any alterations in design that had to be made. Two days

later, he checked the costumes again after all the altera-

tions and changes were completed and discussed any acces-

sories that now needed to be added. After two more days,

he viewed the costumes under the lighting to see if any

further change or addition needed to be made.

The lighting had a tremendous effect on the costumes,

especially the chorus costumes. By separating the chorus

leader from the chorus and focusing a colored follow spot

on her, the color and fabric of her costume reflected spe-

cial highlights from the lighting and her costume became

distinctly different in look from the chorus members'

costumes. When she moved back into the group and the

follow spot was removed, her costume again took on the

indistinct characteristics of the rest of the chorus.

With all the technical problems solved, the last dir-

ectorial task for Muzenidis was to block the curtain call.

The curtain call, which lasted seven minutes, took three

rehearsals to block. A special song was composed and the

audience was invited to sing along (see Appendix F,

p. 86).

The play ended with a processional of the entire cast

led by Athena. They marched onto the stage and the chorus
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formed a basic position on the bleachers which had been es-

tablished in blocking the play. The remainder of the cast

stood on th1proscenium line. Once these positions were es-

tablished, everyone except the chorus and furies physically

backed off the stage. These two groups left on stage moved

forward to the proscenium line and took their curtain call

afterwhich they resumed their positions on the bleachers.

Next, the cast of individual characters (beginning with the

minor roles) took curtain calls in pairs. Once the entire

company was on stage again, the speaking parts (beginning

with the major roles and ending with the chorus) took indi-

vidual curtain calls. In a blackout, the actors formed

tableaux on the set and a follow spot spot-lighted these

stage picturizations which illustrated various scenes from

the production. Finally, the house lights were brought up

and the actors moved down to the edge of the stage applauding

the audience and encouraging them to sing along. The actors

were told to sing and applaud as long as the audience remained

in the theatre. It was an effective ending for such a thea-

trically artistic event.

Not all of Muzenidis' directorial techniques met with

positive results; but, part of his technique as a director

was being able to adjust to his surroundings and use what

possibilities he had to the best of his ability. Also, not

all of the directing techniques that have been discussed here

are unique to Muzenidis, but most of them were new to the
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actors at North Texas State University and therefore were

instrumental in the learning process that occurred for them

during this production.
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CHAPTER III

PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION

It is just as impossible to stage a theatrical production

without encountering problems as it is to stage a totally

flawless production. One of the primary goals of any thea-

trical production is to present a performance which appears

as if it were easily accomplished for an audience. As Mu-

zenidis explained to the cast on opening night, "We ask of

you things impossible to be done. The audience does not

care how long you work. They say it is bad performance or

it is good performance."

There were times during the course of The Libation

Bearers that the production staff, the actors and even the

director were confronted with technical, financial and man-

power problems which seemed insurmountable. Some of the

problems were discussed in the previous chapter because the

solutions were so much a part of Muzenidis' style of directing.

The problems to be discussed here represent adjustments that

had to be made by a professional director working in an edu-

cational environment.

The first major problem encountered in preparing the

production was that too few people auditioned to cast both

The Libation Bearers and The Eumenides. It was suggested

31
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that Muzenidis do both shows with one chorus instead of the

two choruses that he had requested; but he explained that

the demands were so great on each that there would not be

enough time for one chorus to learn both parts, particularly

students not trained and experienced in classical theatre.

A second audition period was planned in hopes that enough

people could be encouraged to audition in order that both

shows could be staged, but the second audition only produced

six more prespective actors; not enought to make up the

nineteen-member chorus for The Eumenides. After this second

disappointment, it was decided and mutually agreed on by

Muzenidis and the Division of Drama that only one play, The

Libation Bearers, would be presented.

Lack of preparation time and inexperienced actors and

technicians were two problems for which there was no solu-

tion that constantly plagued the production. These problems

were evident in every phase of preparation for the production

and served as the basis for many other problems that arose.

Since the production staff was comprised primarily of

students with little or no knowledge of Greek classical thea-

tre, Muzenidis immediately set up a mini-lecture/slide presen-

tation to acquaint the students with techniques and styles

associated with this form of theatre. This lecture consisted

of some two hundred slides of different Greek productions

staged and directed by Muzenidis. By discussing the slides

and the various theatrical styles used, the production staff
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and actors were better able to understand what Muzenidis

wanted in the forthcoming production at North Texas. His

intention was not to have anyone copy any of the costumes

or settings or styles of movement from the slides; but to

give everyone a basis from which to begin their work.

Muzenidis realized that his original idea to make the

seating sections have a stone-like quality would take far

too long to build with the available staff. "For me, the

problem is to finish the decoration as soon as possible;

so I see that to make the decoration out of stone will take

twenty days instead of ten days. We would have to use

papier-mache and it needs time. I have not time to lose"

(see Appendix A, p. 64). Because of this problem, he chose

to use a stylistic setting which would give the impression

of a framework rather than solid construction. This would

involve only half the amount of time and could be constructed

more easily.

Since Muzenidis had been in correspondence with the com-

posers before he arrived on campus, some of the decisions con-

cerning the music were decided upon and some potential problems

solved. The major decision left to resolve for the composer

and Muzenidis was how to express the proper mood of the play

through the music. Music submitted to Muzenidis from the

composers in the beginning was too melodic. Muzenidis did

not want the melodic tones because they created a mood of

unity and harmony. The music in the play had to be non-melodic
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to express the uneasy mood that all is not right. Muzenidis

explained to the composers during one of their production

meetings together that "low bass, low volume, barely audible

undertones or constant repetition of a slow bas pattern in-

duces uneasiness in an audience. We want to utilize that

feeling to express the meaning of the play." Once this

concept was clarified, the composers were able to creat a

sound in the music compositions acceptable to Muzenidis.

The chorus presented another problem related to the

music. None of the chorus members were music majors and

very few had any vocal training. Because of this, Muzenidis

was unable to get the quality he wanted both vocally and

musically in the selections to be sung by the chorus. After

spending two days in rehearsal working with the chorus to

teach them how to create the proper mood through the use of

their voices, Muzenidis decided to cut the vocal selections

for the chorus from the play.

There were two vocal selections, however, that could not

be eliminated. These two, fortunately, were less difficult

vocally than those which had been cut. Being songs of triumph

and victory, the mood could be established with normal use of

voice. Also, these selections were easier to compose than

the songs of lamentation had been. To help all the chorus

members sing the composition, the composers selected five

chorus members with the best trained voices and had them re-

cord the song. The recording was then played during the
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performances and the entire chorus sang live with it. This

recording process gave the strength of 10 trained voices in

the chorus.

Designing and making fifty-three costumes for a Greek

production is a difficult task for any costume crew; but

when the crew consists of only eight people, many of whom

knew nothing about costume designing or had no sewing skills,

the task is next to impossible. A small, inexperienced

crew with a two and one-half week construction deadline

and a $500.00 costume budget were the major problems facing

Muzenidis in this area.

Muzenidis had told the Director of the Division of Drama

that he did not think is was possible to provide new costumes

for the leading parts, the chorus members and the attendants

within the $500.00 costume budget allocated for the produc-

tion. However, he explained that he was not familiar enough

with American prices to know what it would cost. Also, he

was not aware of what costume stock the Drama Division possessed

which could be utilized (see Appendix A, p. 69). Unfortun-

ately, there was very few costume pieces in stock that could

be used. The costume budget eventually was increased $450.00

in order to resolve part of the problem.

When Muzenidis became aware that the costume crew was

not large nor experienced enough to handle the task put before

them in the amount of time allocated, he required the actors

to be in charge of their own costumes. Completion of the
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costume was the actor's responsibility. On weekends, he

called a special two-hour rehearsal. The actors were re-

quired to spend these two hours in the costume shop building

their costumes. Attendance was required as in regular re-

hearsals and if someone did not attend these costume work

sessions, they were dismissed from the cast in the same man-

ner as if they had failed to attend an acting rehearsal.

The costumes were not nearly close to completion by

the Friday before the Sunday deadline; therefore, Muzenidis

put into action a new plan. After acting rehearsals were

concluded at 11:00 p.m. Friday night, the cast was given

an hour break and told to report back to the costume shop

at midnight. They worked until 4:00 a.m. Saturday morning--

some even longer. Attendance was taken each hour. The same

schedule was repeated Saturday night. Although the costumes

were still not complete for the Sunday deadline, they were

near enough toward completion to insure being finished by

the final dress rehearsal.

Private rehearsals with actors are not entirely unique,

but when they begin at 9:00 a.m., they do present a problem

in a university environment. It was stated in Muzenidis'

contract that rehearsals could be scheduled all day on week-

ends and after 4:00 p.m. on weekdays. Rehearsals could

last from 4:00 p.m. to midnight when necessary (see Appendix

G, p. 95). However, Muzenidis contended that in order for

him to put a production together which would reach a level
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of quality he expected as a director, the actor must devote

all of their time to the production. The faculty advisor,

in turn, attempted to convince Muzenidis that the students

should not and could not be expected to miss their academic

classes. A compromise of sorts was finally reached by sug-

gesting to the faculty of the Division of Drama that those

students associated with the production should be excused

from drama classes when attendance interfered with rehear-

sals. Also, actors in the production should be allowed to

make up any assignments in these classes after the produc-

tion had closed. Muzenidis, in turn, was asked not to

schedule rehearsals which interfered with the individual

student's academic courses outside the Division of Drama.

Once it was decided to present only The Libation Bearers,

Muzenidis was confronted with two more production problems.

Approximately 200 lines had been cut from the original text

in John Lewin's adaptation of the script which was being used

for this production. Muzenidis explained that The Libation

Bearers would run approximately one hour in length. He was

concerned that the audience would feel that the production

was not long enough. Also, he believed it was necessary

for the audience to understand the entire story of the Ores-

tian Trilogy to fully appreciate The Libation Bearers.

Muzenidis had already discussed using a short pantomime

to depict the story of Agamemnon as a prologue of sorts. Now,

he decided to lengthen this pantomime and project slides which
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together would hopefully explain the first part of the tri-

logy. In place of the third part of the trilogy, The Eumen-

ides, Muzenidis incorporated the dance of the furies and

edited several of Athena's speeches making a monologue in

which she establishes justice for the first time to the peo-

ple. This monologue, an epilogue for the production, was to

be followed by a triumphant processional proclaiming justice

and authority was to reign to the end of all time. By using

the pantomime for Agamemnon and the dance of the furies and

the Athena monologue for The Eumenides, the essence of the

entire Orestian Trilogy could be presented and the performance

would play for an hour and a half.

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, Muzenidis

chose to double-cast the major speaking roles in order to

give more students an opportunity to work in the production.

However, the double-casting also posed problems. It allowed

the leading actors only half the rehearsal time that the

chorus received. This, naturally prevented the actors in

the major speaking parts from reaching their highest level

of performance.

Double-casting also created another problem. The actors

had a tendency to imitate the other actor playing the same

role instead of finding their own way of interpreting the

characters. Muzenidis explained that if time had permitted,

he would have preferred to have even blocked each cast separ-

ately (see Appendix A, p. 44). He believed there were so many
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different ways the characters could have been played. As

mentioned earlier, the servant could either respect Clytem-

nestra and Aegisthus or despise them. Either way of playing

the character is acceptable as long as the actor and direc-

tor can agree. The same character variations could be found

for all of the characters in the play. Had the actors had

the time to develop their individual characters, the learning

experience would have been even greater.

Of course, many other problems arose with performers

throughout the production such as massive fainting episodes

due to fatigue and pressures on exhausted actors after

opening night created by such simple things as minor re-

blocking of some entrances and exits. Bickerings and com-

plaints about the production were most prevalent during

the last two weeks when deadlines began to look impossible

to meet. Had the pressure of time for preparing all elements

of the production not been so brief and intense, many of the

problems would not have seemed so overwhelming in this pro-

duction.



CHAPTER IV

PRODUCTION RESULTS

In order to examine the effect of the production of The

Libation Bearers, three questionnaires were prepared to eval-

uate the impact of the production both academically and thea-

trically on the audience, the cast and the production staff.

One hundred and five audience questionnaires were dis-

tributed to three English classes, a speech class, and a

drama class for non-majors. These classes were chosen because

it was known that attending the play was either part of the

class requirements or strongly advised by the instructor.

Of the 105 questionnaires distributed, fifty-four were re-

turned. (For a tabulation of the results of the question-

naire, see Appendix B.)

Of the fifty-four returned audience questionnaires,

forty people reported they were not familiar with the

Orestian Trilogy before they came to the performance. Of

these forty people, only three felt they did not understand

the story after seeing the production. Of the fourteen peo-

ple who were familiar with the Orestian Trilogy before the pro-

duction, six stated that they could better understand the

story after having seen the production. This would indicate,

therefore, the play was presented in a manner that was enlightening

40
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both to those that were familiar with the story and those

that were not.

Each audience member questioned was asked to explain

the play in a brief paragraph as they understood it from

seeing the production. The general reply was that it was

a story of a son returning home to revenge the death of his

father by killing his mother and her lover. Since no one

mentioned the establishment of justice, Muzenidis' main

idea of the play may not have been understood by the audience

unless it could be assumed that the audience believed that

within the son's revenge was an element of. justice.

The questionnaire listed eight elements of the produc-

tion: (1) setting, (2) costumes, (3) masks, (4) lighting,

(5) music, (6) dance, (7) narration explaining the trilogy,

and (8) slides explaining the pantomime of Agamemnon. The

audience was asked to express their reaction to these ele-

ments with respect to the effect each had on -the production

and then to indicate whether each element helped or hindered

the performance. The two elements which made the greatest

impact on the performance were (1) lighting and (2) music.

The other elements, in order of their rating as to their

effect were (3) costumes, (4) narration explaining the tri-

logy, (5) dance, (6) setting, (7) masks and (8) slides ex-

plaining the pantomime of Agamemnon.

Since the entire trilogy was not presented, the ques-

tionnaire asked for the reaction to the Agamemnon pantomime
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and the Athena monologue; particularly their theatrical

entertainment value. One audience member stated that he

could probably have followed the story more easily had

both plays been presented; but, the narration and panto-

mime were unique and entertaining and helped to explain

the entire trilogy. Fifty people reported that the two

devices were theatrically entertaining, three indicated

they were not. It is interesting to note that when asked

to list the most pleasurable and the least pleasurable

parts of the show, the pantomime was listed as most plea-

surable and the monologue was rated as the least pleasur-

able part of the show.

Two questions in the questionnaire did not receive

enough comments to give an indication of the audience's

reaction. These two questions asked how the audienced was

enlightened (if at all) by seeing the production and if

there was something the audience should have gained from

the production but did not. Only six people answered the

question asking how they were enlightened by the production.

Four simply replied that they were enlightened and two

stated that they were not. One person commented that the

production made him realize that the ancient Greek drama

is much more interesting andenjoyable when performed than

it is when only read in English classes. Thirty-four of

the people questioned reported that they did not think there

was more to be gained from the production than they received.
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When asked if they would go to see another Greek drama if

the opportunity arose, only five people out of the fifty-

four questioned responded negatively.

An informal meeting was scheduled on Monday, April 19,

withmembers of the cast representing four areas: (1) major

speaking parts, (2) chorus, (3) soldiers and servants, and

(4) furies. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the

effect of the production of The Libation Bearers with refer-

ence to Muzenidis' style of directing, his relationship to

the cast and problems that occurred during the production.

Those present were Dan Brantley, Larry Cook, Pam Evans,

Barbara Fletcher, Karen Kalmbach, Richard Skiles, Cathy

Smith and Debbie Taylor. The furies was the only group

of performers not represented. Since the furies were all

members of the area of dance in the Physical Education De-

partment and were not involved in activities in the Drama

Division after the production was over, dance commitments

restricted a representative from attending this meeting.

The actors were asked seven questions which they openly

discussed in the meeting. It was decided that an open dis-

cussion of the questions by actors collectively in a meeting

would allow more insight into actual ocurrences of the produc-

tion. (For complete minutes of the recorded interview, see

Appendix C.)

A general, overall attitude prevailed among all the

actors. They felt that working with Director Muzenidis was
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a most rewarding experience and that they had learned more

and grown more as artists than they had anticipated.

The actors expressed that one of the most exciting dir-

ectoral techniques used in this production was Muzenidis'

technique of working on the stage at the side of the actors,

almost physically touching theminstructing them in proper

stage presence and perfecting their blocking at the same

time they were working through the lines of the play. Dan

Brantley, who played Orestes, said, "This directoral tech-

nique helped set the mood. It was like standing back watching

myself" (see Appendix C, p. 78). Other actors mentioned that

this technique of Muzenidis talking softly to them by their

sides as they performed made them want to give more of them-

selves as performers and also made them feel guilty if they

were not constantly working at their peak energy and concen-

tration levels. This technique could have proven very dis-

turbing to the actors but, instead, it motivated them enormously.

Richard Skiles mentioned that a drawback of being one

of the "extras" was that Muzenidis told them only one time

what to do. As director, he concentrated all of his time

on the major speaking parts and the chorus. Although the

amount of time was enough for the supernumeraries to get

their blocking down, Skiles' concern was that, due to the

small amount of personal contact the "extras" had with

Muzenidis, they were not motivated by him as the major

acting roles were and they therefore felt more like observers
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than members of the cast. This might indicate that often

actors who are not qualified to play leading roles learn

less from observing simply because they have not had the

experience of the close working relationship and communi-

cation that occurs between a director and a leading actor.

Although the majority of the actors felt they had

given the best performance they were capable of within

the time limit, all did feel there was much more which

could have been accomplished had there been a longer re-

hearsal period. Pam Evans, who played Celissa, discussed

three types of actors she observed in the production:

The small parts didn't feel very important. It
was hard for them to get up for the show. There
were people with major speaking parts that did the
best they could and, even though Takis wasn't
satisfied, they did a good job. Then there were
other parts that no matter how hard they tried,
they could never reach an adequate level of achieve-
ment (see Appendix C, p. 78).

It became difficult at times for the actors to under-

stand Muzenidis due to his limited command of the English

language. Although he spoke Greek, German, French and

Turkish fluently, his English was self-taught and limited

to a basic vocabulary. Of course, at times the communica-

tion problem was due to the actor's lack of knowledge.

Cathy Smith, who played Clytemnestra, explained that, al-

though there was a language problem at times, Muzenidis

compensated for this through his use of vivid physical ex-

pressions and demonstrations of specific examples.
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When asked to compare Muzenidis' style of directing

with that of other directors they had worked with, the

actors cited, once again, his technique of on-stage dir-

ecting as being one of the most unique differences in

approach. The actor's experiences with educational and

amateur directors did not prepare them for the rigorous

rehearsal schedule that Muzenidis initiated. They found

it hard to adjust to a professional whose only concern

was for the production. Debbie Taylor, who played Electra,

commented, "I was in rehearsal nearly ten hours a day plus

I had classes and school work to do. I also had a part-

time job. It was impossible to do it all. The play took

all of my time" (see Appendix C, p. 76). It was also sug-

gested that the all-night crew work, which had been manda-

tory for the actors to attend, caused the morale of the

actors to decline, and in turn, the unity of the company

to become temporarily broken.

When the actors were asked if they would like to have

an opportunity to work with Muzenidis again, all agreed

that they would. Cathy Smith said, "Knowing what I know

now, perhaps I could better prepare myself for the task"

(see Appendix C, p. 78).

On Tuesday, April 20, another informal meeting was

held to discuss the results of the production with the

production staff. It was hoped that all representatives

from the four major areas of costume, dance, music and
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setting would be present, however, the music composers and

the choreographer were unable to attend due to personal

commitments. It then became necessary to schedule individual

meetings with these representatives.

The meeting with the production staff followed the same

format as the meeting with the actors. The staff was

asked to discuss a series of seven questions in reference

to their particular area of the production and the produc-

tion as a whole. (For complete minutes of the recorded

interview, see Appendix D.)

The staff agreed that Muzenidis worked as they expected

a European director to work in that he maintained complete

control over all aspects of the production. Wedwick com-

mented on the fact that Muzenidis started with a basic idea

and did not commit himself to any specific way of doing the

show until after he explored various ideas. The production

grew from there through "sifting and refining."

All agreed that Muzenidis commanded an overwhelming

knowledge and practical ability in all areas of theatre

production. Brenda DeVore, Graduate Costumer, said, "He

knew how to use costumes to work for his advantage as well

as for the actors" (see Appendix D, p. 81). Danny Rogers,

Assistant Director, found Muzenidis' ability to maintain

such a high level of organization amazing. "He listed

priorities and stayed with them. He kept control over

all areas of the production even when everyone else was

totally confused" (see Appendix D, p. 79).
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It is surprising that so few people on the technical

staff complained about lack of personal attention from Muzen-

idis since lack of communication proved to be such a major

topic. Jean Cowsar, Choreographer, was the only one who

felt neglected. She commented that Muzenidis did not allow

her enough time to work with the actors on their movements;

but she proved to be so undependable in her attendance that

Muzenidis could not trust her and therefore took on the re-

sponsibility of correcting the movements himself. Barbara

Fletcher, Property Mistress, stated that although Muzenidis

spent very little actual time discussing properties with her,

she felt that she was given as much time as needed to under-

stand what Muzenidis wanted.

The production staff attributed the misunderstandings

of Muzenidis' directoral philosophy to a lack of communica-

tion prior to his arrival. They thought that other problems

of working with Muzenidis could have been alleviated had

there been more communication with him to determine exactly

what he expected from the various technicians and designers.

However, just as Dr. Wedwick observed earlier, Muzenidis did

not commit himself to any specific way of doing the show until

after he explored various ideas and the various ideas could

not be explored until after he arrived and had been given an

opportunity to test the theatre facilities and meet the staff

and actors personally.

It was the consensus of the production staff that although

Muzenidis knew how much work it would take to accomplish a
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particular task, he did not realize that the Division of

Drama at North Texas did not have enough people trained

in technical theatre to meet his demands. Muzenidis had

directed at other universities, but they had large drama

departments with fully developed graduate programs in de-

sign and technical theatre. Since he was working primarily

with undergraduate students at North Texas, his demands at

times were too extreme for their level of experience.

The music composers stated that working with Muzenidis

was a valuable learning experience. Ken Bales and John

Gibson praised Muzenidis for his knowledge of music and

the sense of professionalism with which he worked. Gibson,

a doctoral candidate in music composition, stated that

working with Muzenidis was probably the most demanding

task he had ever had but it was also the most rewarding.

"It is insane to look back and think about the many times

we stayed up all night working on a piece of music only

to have Takis refuse it the next day. But I couldn't re-

spect him if he hadn't demanded that quality. He's a

genius" (see Appendix D, p. 81). Such a statement exem-

plifies the true nature of a highly trained artist.

A piece of art can never be evaluated in terms of

the amount of time it took to produce it or the number

of times the artist had to start over. A piece of art

can only be evaluated by examining the end product. This

was the philosophy of Muzenidis. Many criticized his
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methods of working for they only were aware of the number of

times they were required to start over on their particular

contribution to the production or the amount of time spent.

Muzenidis was probably never conscious that all theatre stu-

dents both on stage and in technical areas did not share the

philosophy that only the end product is what the artist seeks

and evaluates.

Bob Dyer, Instructor of Theatre at Richland Community

College in Dallas, after observing the first lighting re-

hearsal, was overwhelmed by Muzenidis' demanding and dis-

criminatory style of directing. Having a Master's Degree

from Yale University in Technical Theatre, Dyer was very

much aware of the technical problems in producing a play

of such scope. Dyer indicated that he would much rather

work with someone as demanding as Muzenidis than work with

a director who arbitrarily left the technical problems to

be solved by the technical director and in turn accepted

anything in design or production the technical director pro-

posed. After seeing the production of The Libation Bearers

at North Texas, Dyer approached Muzenidis and offered to

serve, at his own expense, as his assistant director anytime

convenient and acceptable for Muzenidis. The proposal was

accepted by Muzenidis and a date is being scheduled for next

year when Muzenidis will travel in the United States again.



CHAPTER V

PRODUCTION SUMMARY

Working as assistant to Takis Muzenidis on the production

of The Libation Bearers proved to be an extremely educational

and rewarding experience. At the first production meeting

with the production staff, Muzenidis stated, "Now you think

it is exciting. But we have much work to do and it will take

much time. More time than we have. Then you will think it

is not so exciting." However, it was exciting. It was also

exasperating, edifying, exhausting, at times erratic, and

very much a test of endurance. For the students involved in

the production, it was an opportunity few will ever have again.

Opinions of the production ranged from total enthusiasm

to disinterest to complete disgust. Many thoughtthe experience

they gained could never be equaled, others looked on it only

as another play, and a few were only able to see the negative

side of their participation in the production.

Any time a new person is brought into an established

situation, differences in opinions are bound to arise. How-

ever, it is through these new ideas and individual techniques

that a learning process is encouraged to develop. If Muzenidis

had been restricted to work under the same production policies

and procedures that the directors on the faculty of the Division

51
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of Drama directed from, the students involved in the produc-

tion would have received only the same value they are afforded

when one of the regular faculty directors directs a show.

Many of the problems that arose were due to the fact

that this was the first time the Division of Drama had used

a guest director. This initiation of an outside director

working in the Division created problems that could not have

been anticipated. There were some problems which were unique

to Muzenidis and his style of directing and there were still

others which could have happened in any production under any

director.

The most frequent problem encountered that was mentioned

by the people involved in the production was the lack of com-

munication with Muzenidis prior to his arrival on campus. A

look at the correspondence prior to his arrival indicates that

preparation for the production began immediately after the of-

ficial contract was signed (see Appendix G); but conflicts

arose that kept these early contacts from being productive.

Muzenidis received his official invitation to come to

North Texas nine months before his proposed arrival. When

he returned his signed contract on May 13, 1975 (see Appendix

G, pp. 95-96 ) he included a list of items that he believed

needed immediate attention. He stated that in order to do a

double-bill of The Libation Bearers and The Eumenides, he

would need two separate women-choruses totaling approximately

thirty-five females plus two choreographers. Since the music
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would play such an important part in the production and since

there were approximately twenty musical parts in both plays,

he felt that two composers should be selected and that they

should begin work immediately in order for him to have the

compositions for the first rehearsal. He requested a ground

plan of the university stage with exact dimensions of width

and depth of the stage and proscenium length and height so

that he could prepare a floor plan for the technical designer

(see Appendix G, p. 97 ). On June 26, 1975, Dr. Wedwick sent

to Muzenidis the blueprints of the University Theatre and a

diagram of the electrical circuits. It was explained to

Muzenidis that as soon as the fall semester began, the ap-

propriate personnel would be contacted concerning music, cos-

tumes and choreography.

Once the fall semester began, the areas of art, dance

and music were contacted in reference to their contributions

to the production. It was at this time that the Art Depart-

ment expressed their desire to wait until Muzenidis arrived

on campus before they selected a representative to work with

the production. Sandy Combest of the Area of Dance explained

that there would be dancers available but that she could not

guarantee any of the dancers would be capable choreographers.

Dean Myers of the School of Music said that he would have the

composition faculty select the two composers who would serve

as the representatives from the School of Music.

When Dr. Marder had not heard from the School of Music

by October concerning the selection of the composers, he sent
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a memo to Myers stating the necessity to begin composing the

music at once. He explained that he had received instructions

from Muzenidis about the music and a tapedrecording of the

music used by the National Theatre of Greece when Muzenidis

directed these productions there. Muzenidis thought that

perhaps the taped recording would help the composers under-

stand the mood of music he wanted them to compose for the pro-

duction at North Texas. When there was still no response from

the School of Music in November, a second memo was sent to

Dean Myers. It was not until December that the composition

faculty of the School of Music announced their decision con-

cerning the composers. Once the composers were selected, they

were given the tapes and scripts sent by Muzenidis to aid them

in composing the music.

Muzenidis was constantly reminded that he would be dealing

with students in all areas of production and that their know-

ledge and abilities were limited due to lack of experience.

It was suggested that as much work on the production be done

before his arrival in order to allow ample time to complete

everything.

Muzenidis mailed his general set design ideas in sketch

form to Wedwick in late November requesting that a color ren-

dering of the setting be designed and mailed to him for his

approval (see.Appendix G, pp. 104-105).. The color rendering

and a floorplan was mailed immediately; but were lost in the

mail (see Appendix G, pp. 107-108). Once the loss was realized,
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additional copies were forwarded to Muzenidis; but he had

already left Greece for Vienna and Paris en route to Denton

and, therefore, was unable to view the color rendering and

stage setting until he arrived in Denton.

Similarly, Newell was selected to design costumes for

the production near the end of the fall semester. After

viewing Wedwick's stage design and discussing possible fa-

bric selections with DeVore, he designed costumes for the

five leading characters in both plays, the chorus and the

furies. Once these designs were approved by Marder and

Wedwick, he mailed the design along with suggested samples

of material to Muzenidis at his Paris address (see Appen-

dix G, p. 111). Due to the slow process in overseas mail,

Muzenidis had already left for New York before the designs

reached him and just as Wedwick's color rendering, Muzenidis

did not see the costume designs until he arrived in Denton.

Since The Libation Bearers was only one of six major

productions presented by the Division of Drama during the

1975-76 season, time and planning had to be equally distri-

buted among all six productions. Perhaps it would have

helped if Muzenidis had been able to spend one week entirely

with the production staff to organize them to his method of

working before he began working with the cast. Muzenidis,

himself, stated that he would have preferred to have been

able to come earlier and conduct a workshop in ancient Greek

drama to prepare the students for the production before he
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began actual production. Perhaps this type of format would

have solved some of the communication problems and allowed

both the actors and the technical staff to work with Muzenidis

in a less frantic environment.

The purpose of inviting Muzenidis to come to North Texas

and direct a production using students in technical work and

as performers was to give the students an opportunity to (1)

work with a professional director and (2) work on an ancient

Greek drama. In viewing the production from these two stand-

points, it must be termed a success.

His style of directing was different from anything that

the students had ever experienced. Some criticism has been

directed at him for interpreting lines for the actors. He

worked with the actors on the script line by line, word by

word, noting breaths, pauses, intonation. He gave motiva-

tion and interpretation, described feelings and emotions.

He said that if he had more time he would have let the actors

find the meaning for themselves, but twenty-eight days was

not enough time.

His on-stage directing could have been disastrous for

students not able to adjust to this style of directing. To

have someone follow an actor around on stage, telling him to

place his hands at his side or to speak louder, turning him

physically in a particular direction or positioning his head

at an exact angle and all the time telling him to continue

his dialogue could be most distracting. Fortunately, however,
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this technique motivated the North Texas actors and heightened

the intesnity of their performance. But the actors began to

rely on this technique and there was a noticeable drop in

intensity when Muzenidis stopped this procedure and sat in

the audience to observe the over-all production.

One of the major problems for the actors was the number

of hours Muzenidis expected them to work each day. The actors

in the major roles had individual rehearsals in the mornings,

a group rehearsal in the afternoon and a run-through in the

evening. The average daily rehearsal schedule for an actor

in a major role was eight to ten hours. Since all of the ac-

tors were full-time students, they were in classes approximately

four hours a day and some of the students even had part-time

jobs.

All other universities that had invited Muzenidis to lec-

ture or direct a production had large graduate programs which

meant that the students involved the production were better

trained and also not taking classes outside their major field.

Muzenidis explained that most of the departments at the various

colleges had also released both undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents from class attendance while they were involved with the

production. At North Texas, however, the majority of students

involved in the production being undergraduates, were enrolled

in academic courses in departments other than the Drama Divi-

sion and therefore they could not be excused from class attend-

ance.
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Had Muzenidis realized this problem in the beginning,

he may have decided against double-casting the major speaking

roles. In discussing the results of the production with

Muzenidis, he admitted that the double-casting limited the

actors in the major speaking roles from meeting their full

potential. Due to the double-casting, the actors were al-

lowed only half as much time to rehearse as the chorus and

minor roles were given on stage. The chorus, as a result

of their added rehearsal time, was able to advance to a

higher level of performance than the actors in the major

speaking roles (see Appendix A, p. 67). Even when the ac-

tors in the major speaking roles performed in the chorus,

they performed with more intensity and ability than they

were able to achieve in their performance in major roles.

The final week of rehearsals prior to the run of the

production demanded even more personal time and energy from

the actors and technical staff than the previous weeks.

New music was added, costumes, which were not yet complete,

were changed and finishing touches were yet to be applied

to the stage setting. Since the construction of the cos-

tumes was far behind schedule, the actors were responsible

for seeing that their costume was completed. This meant

that along with their three daily rehearsals and their

classes, they had to find time to work on costumes as well.

The long hours were beginning to show on their emotional

stability and their health. It became harder and harder
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for the actors to maintain their level of concentration during

rehearsals.

As frustration mounted and tempers flared, Muzenidis

became the scapegoat for all of the fatigue, the classes

missed and the student examinations that were failed. No

matter what problEmarose, Muzenidis received the blame.

This is a typical reaction for actors under pressure. The

actors became so involved in the problems and the pressure.

was so great on them that they could not be objective. Muzen-

idis became aware of this situation, but he also knew that if

he allowed the actors to rest at this point, it would destroy

the rhythm and intensity levels that were imperative to the

performance.

Once the actors had an opportunity to get some rest after

the final dress rehearsal, they were able to put the weeks of

work and Muzenidis' constant drive for perfection into proper

perspective. By focusing on the performance rather than looking

at rehearsals, they were able to recognize that their level of

achievement in this production was primarily due to the drive

and strict discipline with which Muzenidis had worked. Their

character interpretation, their movement, the style of the pro-

duction, even the very folds of their costumes were determined

and examined by Muzenidis personally. They began to under-

stand what it meant to work with a European director who not

only had final approval in stage direction of the production,

but also controlled every minute aspect of all areas of production.
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Through this realization, the actors were able to understand

that Muzenidis had driven them to extremes for their own bene-

fit. He had forced them to reach higher levels of performance

than they imagined they were capable of achieving.

In the opening night cast meeting before the show, Muzen-

idis was given a standing ovation by the production staff and

performers when he entered the rehearsal room. When Muzenidis

dismissed the cast to take their places on stage, theyresponded

with another standing ovation for their director and one by one,

as they left the room, they expressed their appreciation to

him personally for his tremendous dedication to the production.

This display of gratitude to a man that only one day earlier

had been referred to as an unreasonable tyrant brought to mind

a statement Muzenidis expressed prior to his first meeting

with the cast: "Always when you direct, the actors must not

be bored. You must win their respect. They must know you are

thinking of their well-being."

Since The Libation Bearers was the first ancient Greek

drama to be presented on the University Theatre stage at

North Texas, Muzenidis not only had to train the actors and

technical staff in the theory, style and technique of staging

an ancient Greek drama, but he also had to transfer the meaning

of the play, both intellectual and emotion, to an audience who

was generally unfamiliar with his subject. More important than

merely communicating meaning to an audience, the director

sought to convey an appreciation and understanding of the subject
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in a style that was entertaining as well as informative.

Being able to observe Muzenidis' directorial techniques as

he mastered this objective and the growth of the actors and

technicians as they worked on the production made this thesis

a personally and intellectually rewarding research experience.



APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDED INTERVIEW WITH TAKIS MUZENIDIS

Evans--When you came to audition, the students were sup-
posed to be prepared in some way and I noticed that
you immediately decided to have them do something
that they have already done. Is there anything in
particular you look for in auditions since you didn't
know anything about the students?

Muzenidis--On those auditions so quick auditions and without pre-
parations, the only thing is to prove and to see if
people . . . I cannot say qualified; but they must
have some possibilities. That means: they have a
body possibility, they have a voice possibility.
Here is the most interesting thing if you find it
out: the sensibility. This is why to question them.
They don't care to give me an answer; but according
to the answer I can say that this lady or this
gentleman has some sensibility or has not. But it
is not always the way to make the auditions. Not
the best way. It is one of the ways because we are
in a hurry and have to start immediately. If that
was not the case, then I have to sit down with them,
discuss, more and more, give them something to do,
and ask them to improvise or sing. The way I have
need here is not a way with sure results. Always,
because they are students, I realize that the dif-
ference between them are very small difference.
Only sometime we discover someone who has a very
good quality; but I think it is not everytime. Per-
haps in 10 auditions you find one person with a pos-
sibility who did not know he had a possibility. So
because the students are approximately all on the
same level with small difference, if you make a mis-
take in choosing this one or the other is not a
big mistake. It is a mistake if you have to choose
between good, big actors and to pick the best; but
not if they are common people with no background.
They have always the sensibilities and body and voice
all the same. Between them one has a very bad voice
or one can't move. The way was not the best way, but
a way for a quick result.

Evans--Before our first production meeting, Dr. Wedwick had
thought about using a stone texture and you said, "No,
let's go with wood." Was this a decision you made on
the spur of the moment or had you decided this before
hand?
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Muzenidis--I have seen that he, with the staff he had, was not
able to make the decorations for me. The problem is
to finish the decoration as soon as possible; so I
see that to make the decoration out of stone will
take twenty days instead of ten. He would have to
use papier-mache and it needs time. I have not time
to loose. I have to find the solutions very quick.
One of the characteristics of a director with ex-
perience is to be able to adjust himself to the
possibilities.. If you try from one actor to bring
something out that this man has not then you lose
time. You have to know that this man can go to
this point; or you say "I don't use the man," or
"I- don't do the play." Or you say "This is the man,
these are the possibilities; I don't see farther
than this." This is a strategy of our art. When I
come to the rehearsal and I see that my actors are
not able to do a very big thing, then I limited
my conception because, if I tried to realize my
conception with people that are not able to do that,
then I am not a good guide. It is as a general who
tries to capture a city without having guns. For me,
as director, the problem is to make the performance.
Of course a director can say, "I cannot do the per-
formance or I don't do the performance." It is also
a way. You come in an institution and you see that
the people there are not able to do it and you say,
"Good. Goodbye, I cannot do that." And you go home.
But also, this way is not a professional way. It
is more the amateur way. An amateur who has not
his professional can say, "I cannot do that." But
a professional who has to do something must find a
way to do it.

Evans--This is something the students have observed and men-
tioned. You could easily have come in, done anything,
taken yourmoney and left. No one from Greece would
have ever known. But instead, you have worked and
driven the students to realms of excellence they didn't
know was in them. In essence, you have competed with
yourself. Do you think that this is important for a
director to do?

Muzenidis--Of course. Every director or artist has two things
to do. First of all, to be satisfied with himself.
Then to satisfy the others. If you try only to satis-
fy the others, then you are not a good director or
artist. If you try to satisfy only yourself, also
you are not a good director. The artist has first,
of course, to satisfy himself because his conscience
has to work with this problem and secondly, to satisfy
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also the others. Because if you do something only
for yourself and you don't care about the others,
then no one will be there. The theatre has a law.
The theatre has to have success. You have to try
to bring success. Not in a false way, but to have
success in the best way possible.

Evans--Your set was stylistic, but costumes were very rea-
listic. What was the reasoning behind these two
differences in styles?

Muzenidis--In ancient time, they have never used suchcostumes.
This is theatre that used such costumes. I mean,
the costumes that the chorus wore here were not the
costumes that a slave of this period (ancient) have.
They are special costumes for the theatre. Of course
the shape is approximately the same; but it is only
approximately, so it is not a realistic thing. It
is a theatrical factor. You are right to say it is
a difference between the set design and the costumes.
But, of course, a production or a piece of art must
have unity. It is th6 best way. But, as you know,
we are now in the period of neo-expressionism. The
neo-expressionist's beauty lies in both elements of
stylization and reality together. It is the way that
very big poets of our time use today. The real ex-
pressionists had always the costumes and all the things
that were expressionistic. But the neo-expressionsits,
because of the intervention of realism, have combined
the elements of the expressionists and the realists
and has brought a combination of stylized acting and
realism. But not naturalistic; realistic. If I can
be much more clear, realtistic concerning the theatre
because the realism of the theatre has nothing to do
with realism in life. In life, if you need to have
a book, you must have a book with all the contents of
a real book. In the theatre, a realistic book can be
a book without having pages.

Evans--That's interesting, because someone said, "He is so
precise with every detail on the costumes but he uses
wooden swords." But to use real swords would be more
naturalistic, wouldn't it?

Muzenidis--Of course. Always I will never use real swords or
real axes; but things that are equal with the realistic
thing without having the material of the realistic
thing. You can have in your hand a piece of bread
on the stage. This piece of bread can be done, say,
from paper. If the shape and if the color and if
the construction of this piece of bread has the same
appearance as the real thing, then this is a realistic
thing; but a realistic thing for the theatre.
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The furniture in the naturalistic theatre was really
furniture. They have to go all over the world in
antique shops for the theatre. The people go to the
theatre to see how big is the diamond the leading lady
has and how much it cost. This is the bad thing the
theatre of illusion has done. To convince the people
that this is the reality. There we have not theatre.
I mean, to make people believe that they live the same
moment with the actors, it is something that is not
theatre. The essential thing in theatre is not to
hypnotize the people, but to make the people feel.

Evans--Empathize.

Muzenidis--Yes, to empathize. Meyerhold, in order to theatricalize
the theatre, he has built around the stage the dressing
rooms. And then you see the actors preparing themselves,
or reading his role or reading a newspaper or writing
a letter or drinking a cup of coffee. And then he comes
from there and when he passes a certain limit he starts
playing the role.

Evans--Do you think they tend to act this rather than being
natural?

Muzenidis--Yes, they act also. This was the error of Meyerhold
because he has done rehearsals for this. We ask, "Why?
You make another theatre in the theatre. The idea is
good but the way you do the idea is a theatre in the
theatre. You make so many rehearsals for the people sit-
ting in their dressing room as if they are on the
stage." Then the problem is that if you want to de-
monstrate the life behind the stage, then take away
the walls and let us see the people coming and making
anything they do there. But not organized or rehearsed.
He has done this only once in order to say to the public
that you are in the theatre. You are not in a real
world. You have to stay apart and see the things and
think about the things.

Evans--Did you have in mind to double-cast before you came
to North Texas? What was your reason for double-
casting the show?

Muzenidis--It is only the case of a university because all
the people must be involved. They must have a job to
do. They must not think that only a few have a job
to do and the others do not. Also, it is a security.
If someone is ill, to take the other part. But in
this case where we have to work very hard and very
quickly, it is not clever to make double-cast because
you lose time. Several times I say something to one
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of the two and the other is not there or he has
not heard and then I have to repeat. This is time
you lose. I don't think that in a professional
troupe it is a very good idea because there the
public does not come only to see the play, but
they also come to see the actor. If you have two
actors of the same quality, yes, of course; but
if you have a very good actor and then you give
the part to a secondary actor then the public, they
don't come because they say we like to see the best
actor. But if the actors are in the same quality,
of course. Sometime, you know, this way to double-
cast has some privilege and some against. The one
of both imitate the other. The worst of the both
imitate the best. And it is not a good way to train
the actors. It is good if you make different staging
and different blocking. If you demonstrate different
ways to play the same role, then it has meaning; but
the same way with the same movement, with the same
intonation has no meaning.

Evans--Did you find that to be a problem here?

Muzenidis--Yes. Only here, I have faced the problem as a pro-
blem of a university. The young people here must
have the opportunity to play or to make a training,
so I said, "perhaps we will lose time, perhaps we
will not have different expressions and different
ways to play a role; but those students will have
an opportunity to learn.

Evans--As for our actors here, they had no background or
anything. Can you look back to their auditions and
then to where were are today and say that they have
progressed satisfactorily?

Muzenidis--Oh, yes. I cannot say satisfactorily; but I can say
they have done a very big progress. I have not thought
that they can bring the thing in such a level. Not
especially for the leading parts but for the chorus.
The chorus has improved very much from the beginning
until today. The actors have not done this improve-
ment and one problem is because of the double-casting.
The chorus has all of the rehearsals and they have
only half of the rehearsals. And they have much more
responsibility than the chorus because they are alone
on the stage. The chorus has always the other to
help him. Someone who is with him on stage. So,
the double-casting was at the cost of the actors.
They have lost rehearsals.

The best thing is that the chorus has started having
the unity. It is a very good thing because the theatre
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needs this unity. Not only when they act in a chorus,
but to play in a whole play. The actors must have
unity. Here they have a good experience. Art in
the theatre is a collective art. Everybody has to
do his best.

Evans--We had such a limited time to rehearse. You rehearsed
with the speaking parts in the morning and then again
in the afternoon. Did you have to make any adjust-
ments in the rehearsals here that were different from
the way you are used to rehearsing?

Muzenidis--Yes. I repeat, that the director must deal with his
elements every time. I go in a theatre and this thea-
tre has no lighting. So I have to work with this
theatre. The director has to think about the possi-
bilities he has.

As you said to me, when I come here and see the audi-
tions, I have seen the possibility that you have and
I work accordingly. When I saw that your technical
staff is only one person and the other people don't
know the work; I have stopped asking for details. I
ask only for the essentials. Only Dr. Daryl is the
designer. I see that he is not a designer. He has
not many possibilities in designing. He has possi-
bilities in construction, technical and other possi-
bilities, but not in designing. Therefore, I must
say, "not this, not this, but this."

The director must know the material he has in his
hands--the human material and the real material. If
he does not know, he cannot do anything.

Evans--In other words, a director has to be flexible and
adjust to his surroundings.

Muzenidis--Of course. But it depends on the director. I mean,
a professional director must not have this flexibility
when he has a professional job to do. You must always
make this difference between the professional theatre
and the university theatre.

Evans--One of the greatest problems for us was the budget.
When you direct in Greece, do you have a particular
budget for each show that you do?

Muzenidis--Yes, the following is the problem. There are, as
you know, private theatres and state theatres. The
state theatre, of course, has a budget; but it is
much bigger than the budget of the private theatre.
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Sometime we spend a whole fortune for a decoration.
The production that we have done for Japan was
$150,000.00, but it is the state who pays.

As I wrote to Mr. Murder when he said to me that
we have only $1,500.00; I said I cannot tell you
anything. I don't know the prices. In Greece I
can tell you exactly. If you show me a picture
of a decoration, I can tell you in five minutes
how much it is. Approximately, but I'm sure that
I will not make a big mistake. And I dont know
what you have in your storerooms. Perhaps you
have some materials there. So I told Mr. Marder
that I cannot tell you how much it will cost. I
don't know if it was more than thebudget. It
could be, yes?

Evans--Yes, it was.

Muzenidis--But there was nothing I could do because I don't
know the prices here.

Evans,-Looking at the show going into our last night of
performance and taking into consideration that this
is a university production, how do you feel about
the final product?

Muzenidis--You see, there are parts in each production that de-
mand this possibility. Let me say, the part of Orestes
is a very difficult part. It is a kind of Hamlet with
this last scene. And it must be a young man. He must
have a very big talent and a very big experience. The
Electra is not so big, but she has also two or three
scenes that are very important. The other actors have
very small parts and are not very difficult. So, from
the beginning, I thought that we would not reach some-
thing concerning the two leading parts. The other parts,
they have tried to do their best. They have also not
reached a very high level, but they have done something.
The worst part was the two leading parts and, of course,
at the end the Athena.

Evans--If you had it to do all over again, would you change
anything?

Muzenidis--As I said to you, if the next day after the opening,
I started once more I would never do the same thing.
Not the decoration, the conception, anything. It is
a personal thing. Some directors think that if they
do something, they do their best and it cannot be
changed. I am never satisfied with myself. I see
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an idea that I like. After some time I have a
better idea than this one and then I have another
better idea again. It is the problem that the art
has not an end. Let me say, tomorrow, if we had
time, to start rehearsing the play in complete dif-
ferent way. In complete different setting, in com-
plete different everything, but better than this
one. Any way than this one. And you will see are
many different possibilities. If the director has
a fantasy. He has to think as I think. If he has
not this fantasy, then he will say "I can do nothing
else.

Evans--Do you find that ina production, you have to stop the
ideas and stop where you are for the sake of the pro-
duction?

Muzenidis--Yes, sometime. Because I see that if I go ahead . . .
You see, the ideas of a producer must be realized from
the actors. If the actors have not the time or the
possibilities to realize the ideas of the director and
the director insists, then he is a bad director. He
does not know the result. So, the director must think,
"We have fifteen days before us. In those fifteen days,
what can I reach?" Because if I try more to do, we will
never be ready in the beginning.

You have seen in a sudden moment, I have stopped re-
hearsing in the afternoon with the actors. It was
because I had new ideas and I said to myself, "If
I say now the new ideas, it will be a catastrophe.
So is better to stop." To hear them saying the lines
in the way that they say, it was something that I
don't like to hear. I have always the intention to
change things; but to change things with people that
have not this ability is also a problem. You are in
a cast in a theatre and you have, let me say, fifteen
actors. From those fifteen actors, the three, they
are flexibile and you can change them any time. You
have to work with those three. If you try to reach
something from those that have nothing to give, it is
like trying to take water from a source that has no
water inside. You bring again and again but is not
water there. Why you try to bring from there the
water if the water is not there?

Evans--So, you are saying that the director must not only
know himself, but the abilities of his actors as
well.

Muzenidis--Oh, yes. This is the main thing. And, because the
director does not always work with the same actors,
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he must be a good psychologist and a good man who
can understand the possibility of the others. It
is a kind of a teacher or a psychologist who has
the possibilities to go inside of a man and take
from his the possibilities that he has.

Evans--Why are you in theatre and what do you think theatre
offers audiences of today or what should if offer?

Muzenidis--It is difficult to tell you in some words; but I
feel that our art, I mean the theatrical art, is
not a profession. It is a mission. It has nothing
to do with the "In what way can I make my bread?"
If someone thinks that through theatre he can win
his bread, he will suffer very much because the
theatre does not give bread. Very, very seldom
the people are satisfied with their life in the
theatre as a profession. It is special cases.
These special cases sometimes has nothing to do
with the abilities. One young girl is very hand-
some or she can move well. She has half the ability
of another girl who has not this quality; I mean,
these physical things. The other girl is hundred
times better than the handsome girl but the handsome
girl win ten times more than the other; so it de-
pends on who likes you. It is not from your own
abilities but from the resonance of the public. So,
the theatre is a very bad work and it is not a good
profession. But it is a mission. It is as the
Christians believe to religion. It is a kind of
religion. This is why Wilson tries to make reli-
gious theatre or Grotowski is one hundred per cent
a theologian and is not an actor.

As I said to you, the theatre as a profession is a
bad life. You will never be satisfied because if
you are a good actor, you will always try to find
something better and it will be agony. If you are
not a good actor, you will stay always and wait to
find a job. In both cases you will not be satis-
fied. It is only one in every hundred people who
has the possibility to survive very well.

In the theatre, the people must be dedicated and
they must believe to this job. In this job, they
must find the ideology of this art. If you don't
find the ideology, you have to every night make up
and change your face in order to play this part and
another. If you don't find inside this transfor-
mation what you offer and what you take, then is
a very bad thing.
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I repeat that the theatre is a religion. It is
something that the people who are concerned must
know that they have to suffer very much, to have
a lot of pain and they have to be dedicated to
this job. If you go into theatre for money or
fame, you will not be successful or content. You
must look upon theatre as a religion and your role
in this religion is your mission in your life.

Evans--If theatre is a mission, then you are a missionary.
At this point in your life, what do you see your
mission to be?

Muzenidis--I think that my mission is to make the life of the
people, in my own way--f have not political way--
to make the people feel well and happy. To increase
the sentiment of the people, to increase the thought
of the people; this is my mission.
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS OF AUDIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

1. AVERAGE AGE: 26

2. CLASSIFICATION: 18 Freshman

10 Sophomore

14 Junior

12' Senior

2 Graduate

3. MAJORS: 1 Biology

10 Drama

4 Education

19 English

4 Music

1 Nursing

6 Recreation

8 Speech

1 Undecided

4. HOW MANY LIVE DRAMATIC PRODUCTIONS HAVE YOU SEEN IN THE PAST
TWO YEARS?

16 0-2 22 3-5 16 over 5

5. WERE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE LIBATION BEARERS OR THE ORESTIAN
TRILOGY BEFORE YOU CAME7TO THE PERFORMANCE?

14 Yes 40 No

6. COULD YOU UNDERSTAND THE PLOT OF THE SHOW AS IT WAS PRESENTED?

46 Yes 6 No

7. IN A BRIEF PARAGRAPH, EXPLAIN THE PLAY AS YOU SAW IT.

The general explanation was that it was the story of
a son returning home to revenge the death of his father
by killing his mother and her lover.

8. DID THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS OF THE PRODUCTION HELP OR HINDER
THE PRODUCTION FOR YOU?

Setting
Costumes
Masks
Lighting
Music
Dance
Narration of the trilogy
Slides explaining the pantomime

HELPED
34.
44
34
50
46
42
44
30

HINDERED
20
12
20
4
8

10
8

20
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9. DID YOU FIND THE PANTOMIME EXPLAINING THE STORY OF AGAMEMNON
AND THE MONOLOGUE -OF ATHENA THEATRICALLY ENTERTAINING?

YES NO
Pantomime 45 7
Monologue 24 30

10. WHAT PART OF THE SHOW DID YOU FIND MOST PLEASURABLE?

The Pantomime of Agamemnon

11. WHAT PART OF THE SHOW DID YOU FIND LEAST PLEASURABLE?

The Monologue of Athena

12. WERE YOU ENLIGHTENED BY SEEINGTHE PRODUCTION?

4 Yes 2 No

13. WAS THERE SOMETHING YOU FEEL SHOULD HAVE GAINED, BUT DID NOT?

0 Yes 34 No

14. IF YOU HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO SEE ANOTHER GREEKPRODUCTION,
WILL YOU GO TO SEE IT?

49 Yes 5 No
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APPENDIX C

TRANSCRIPT OF ACTOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What did you think of Takis Muzenidis' directing techniques?

Smith -- It was good in that he stripped us of all past ex-
perience and treated us as if we knew nothing. That
way, he didn't take anything for granted.

Skiles-- I thought he hurt the actor's growth by giving each
actor every movement. He treated them like puppets.

Taylor-- I disagree. He made me learn to do exactly what he
wanted me to. It was great discipline.

Cook -- I never understood what he meant by the character
not being characters, but forms.

Smith -- I understood what it meant, but it didn't work for
me.

Evans -- There was a lack of communication.

Smith -- Yes, but he said so much physically. If I didn't
understand what he was saying all I had to do was
watch him.

Taylor-- He was more of a conductor than a director.

Brantley-Something that helped me was that he told me exactly
what he thought. If he didn't like it, he told me
so. It was great feed-back.

2. Did he give you enough attention as an actor?

Kalmbach-He gave the chorus more time than Orestes and Electra.
He gave us as much as he could--more than I wanted.

Smith -- Instead of working on the whole show, he would pick
out certain scenes that needed work.

Kalmbach-He didn't work with me on my chorus part as much as
he worked with the other chorus leaders.

Taylor-- That was because we knew what he wanted from working
with him on Electra's part.
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Skiles- As far as telling the extras what to do, he did
it just once; but I guess that was enough for the
amount we did.

Kalmbach-I never got down about the criticism he gave me.

Cook -- I learned more by listening to him talk to the
other characters than his work with me. I don't
think he gave enough time to people in the chorus.

Kalmbach-Oh, yes he did. He worked with the chorus indi-
vidually on the weekends when we were here working
on our costume.

Evans -- I thought I had a small part, but he spent a lot
of time with me.

3. Did you have trouble understanding Muzenidis? Was this com-
munication problem primarily: (a) language, (b) knowledge
or (c) generation?

Smith -- Oh, I don't think it was generation at all. The
trouble was that he had that show in his mind and
no one could do it right.

Kalmbach-The way he said things and expressed were hard to
understand a lot of the time.

Smith -- I think it was a lack of knowledge within myself;
but he helped so much with his expressions.

4. Compare Muzenidis' style of directing with that of other dire-
ectors you have worked with.

Smith -- I thought my high school teacher disciplined us,
but I've never experienced this much discipline.
I hated it while it was happening, but I can see
it was important now.

Kalmbach-He gave me more motivation than I've ever had before.

Brantley-He worked through the show a step at a time. If there
was a problem he would stop and discuss it with you
and work it out.

Taylor-- His rehearsal schedule was too demanding. I was in
rehearsal almost ten hours a day, plus I had classes
and homework to do. I also had a part-time job. It
was impossible to do it all. The play took all of
my time.
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Skiles -

Evans -

Smith --

Skiles--

5. What did
Bearers?

Since my part was so small and I had such little
contact with him, I wasn't motivated by him. I
felt like an observer.

He didn't give me definite blocking like most of
the directors I've worked with. It was just gen-
eral movement. But some of the actors, he told
exactly where to stand. It was different for
each character.

He had more technical knowledge than anyone I've
ever seen. He was so creative.

He envisioned in his mind and knew what he wanted.
He had a tremendous knowledge of the play.

you think of the over-all production of The Libation

Cook -- I questioned the music. I didn't think the last
song had the same style that the rest of the songs
had. It seemed too popular.

Smith --

Cook --

Smith --

Taylor--

No. I liked it because it was different. It let
you know that there had been a change in society due
to the establishment of justice.

He really utilized the whole acting space. Even out
into the audience. He kept the tempo at a constant
rhythm. Not that the whole show stayed at the same
rhythm, but once he found the rhythm for a particular
scene, he made sure it stayed there. He didn't let
the actors alter the rhythm.

I thought the pantomime was an excellent way to re-
late to the Agamemnon story. It was so creative and
interesting to watch.

The audience showed their ignorance of Greek drama
when they laughed at the lamentation scene; but I
can remember how crazy it seemed to us in the be-
ginning.

Cook -- I don't know if everybody gave their all. I think
the over-all attitude was pulled down due to the
all-night crew work. The ensemble was broken.

Smith - - Performancewise, I think I did the best I could have
done within the time limit. I was very displeased
with the schedule.
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Taylor-- I think I did the best I could also, but I still
was not pleased with my performance.

Evans - I think I did the best I could. I felt that there
were three degrees of people in the show. The small
parts didn't feel very important. It was hard for
them to get up, for the show. There were people
with major speaking parts that did the best they
could and, even though Takis wasn't pleased, they
did a good job. Then there were other parts that,
no matter how hard they tried, they could never
reach an adequate level of achievement.

6. Discuss what you consider to be unique traits of Muzenidis
as a director.

Smith -- I liked his directing on stage and side-coaching.
It gave me momentum.

Brantley-This directorial technique helped set the mood.
It was like standing back watching myself.

Evans - It made me want to give more.

Cook -- It helped my concentration.

Smith -- I was always unsure of myself. He gave me criticism
but I never really knew where I stood.

Cook -- Something that really threw me was that he changed
my blocking after opening night. I've never had a
director do that before.

Smith -- He expected us to be available twenty-four hours a
day.

Cook -- Most directors tend to reach a certain level in pro-
duction and then stop. He didn't. He just kept
right on going.

7. If you had the opportunity to work with Muzenidis again,
would you do it?

Smith -- Yes. Knowing what I know now, perhaps I could
better prepare myself.

Evans -- Yes. The only bad part was his not working around
our class schedules.

General--Yes.
Opinion
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APPENDIX D

TRANSCRIPT OF TECHNICAL CREW'S QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What did you think of the way Muzenidis worked as a director?

Wedwick--Onstage, he worked much like a choral director. He
used gestures and facial expressions to highlight
his emotions. I haven't seen too many directors
work in this manner. Most directors I have seen
want to get away from the stage.

Rogers-- You always knew where you were. He listed his
priorities and stayed with them.

Wedwick--I got the impression that he was used to working
in a place where everyone was assigned jobs like
making armor, costumes, etc.

He worked pretty much the way I expected a Euro-
pean director to work. He played with ideas for
years before doing the show. Everybody was af-
filiated with the production from the very begin-
ning. He started with a basic idea and the pro-
duction grew from there through sifting and
refining.

Rogers - -

DeVore--

At time, I thought he could have been a little
more tactful.

Yes, but when you tell someone how to do something
and have to repeat it fifteen times, you can't
help but get upset. Sometimes it was just a state-
ment of fact. He wasn't necessarily being negative.
Europeans are just more forward. He was a very
human person.

2. Evaluate Muzenidis' knowledge of the particular area you
worked and how much time he gave to your particular area.

DeVore-- He knew what he wanted; there was just not enough
time. That wasn't his fault. He knew what it
took to get what he wanted, but he didn't realize
that we didn't have the people to do it.

Gibson-- He knew more about music composition than most of
the teachers I've had. He was a genius.

Cowsar-- He didn't need a choreographer. He knew enough with-
out one. As it turned out, he ended up doing most of
it anyway.
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3. Compare the amount of time Muzenidis gave your particular
area with the amount of time you think you needed.

Cows ar--- He didn't give me enough time to work on their
movement. Every time I cameready to work, either
the cast was too tired or he was too busy to stop
what he was doing. I ended up working on the
Furies' dance outside of rehearsals without any
supervision from Takis at all. Then, the last
week, we came in and showed him what we had
worked up. He really didn't spend very much
time with us at all.

Fletcher-He didn't give me much time on props, but he gave
me enough to know what he wanted. That was all
the time I needed.

4. Did you have trouble understanding Muzenidis? Was this
lack of communication the result of: (a) language, (b)
knowledge, or (c) a generation gap?

Wedwick--There was a communication problem, but it was due
to postal mix-up and not communicating earlier than
we did in order to know what to expect before he
arrived. The open scaffolding of the set, for ex-
ample, was never mentioned in his correspondence.
Communication-wise, we muddled through it. There
were times that I didn't want him to communicate
with me. It always meant that there was something
else to do.

DeVore-- There was no communication to me by anyone about
anything before he arrived. If there had been more
communication before he arrived a lot of the pro-
blems could have been avoided. I know, because I
have worked with professional guest directors be-
fore. If they are handled properly, they can offer
an excellent learning experience.

5. What did you think of the over-all production as a learning
experience?

Wedwick--I wasn't in it for a learning experience.

DeVore - - I learned how to make pleats when I was seven years
old. I wanted to be above to observe his directing
techniques, too. I would have liked to have had an
opportunity to have learned from him, but the oppor-
tunity was not there.
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Newell-- We needed seminars to understand what he wanted.
I was not pleased with what we ended. up with.

Gibson- - It is insane to look back and think about the many
times we stayed up all night working on a piece of
music only to have Takis refuse it the next day.
But I couldn't respect him if he hadn't demanded
that quality.

6. Discuss what you consider to be unique traits of Muzenidis
as a director.

DeVore-- He had a tremendous knowledge of all aspects of
theatre. He knew how to use costumes to work for
his advantage as well as the actors. He was very
caring and understanding outside the theatre; but
inside, he was only concerned with the final pro-
duct and how to get it.

Wedwick--He refused to realize that we are not full-time
theatre people. We have personal obligations.
We didn't have a paid costume staff of fifteen
people. I guess the biggest problem was that he
was used to another world.

7. If you had the opportunity to work with Muzenidis again,
would you do it?

Wedwick--No. Only in improved conditions. There would
have to be a full-time staff and the students
and faculty would have to give their support.

Gibson-- I think it would be an honor to have an oppor-
tunity to work with him again.
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APPENDIX E

CONTEXT OF NARRATION EXPLAINING TRILOGY

THE ORESTIAN TRILOGY

by

AESCHYLUS

Written 2434 years ago

The Oresteia is the story of a royal family in the process of

destroying itself due to a hereditary curse.

Thyestes, father of Aegisthus, who is not the lover of

Queen Clytemnestra, mother of Orestes and Electra, had lain

with the wife of his brother, Atreus, who is the father of

the king of the city, Agamemnon. To avenge Thyestes' act,

Atreus slew Thyestes' sons and served them to him at a feast.

When Thyestes learned what had happened, he cursed his brother's

race. This is the legend which Aeschylus used as raw material

for his master work.

The Trilogy of Orestia is composed of three plays:

FIRST PLAY:

AGAMEMNON

In order for the Greek fleet to sail safely to Troy, their

leader, Agamemnon, was forced to sacrifice his daughter, Iphigenia.
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During Agamemnon's absence, Clytemnestra, his wife, plotted

her revenge for this act. When Agamemnon returns victorious

from the Trojan War accompanied by his slave, the prophetess

Cassandra, daughter of the Trojan King, Clytemnestra pretends

to greet him affectionately. Later, however, with the help of

her lover, Aegisthus, she murders Agamemnon with an axe.

SECOND PLAY:

THE LIBATION BEARERS

The events in the play occur about seven years after those

in Agamemnon.

Orestes, the son of Agamemnon, returns from exile to his

home to avenge his father's death. Clytemnestra, Orestes' mo-

ther, is plagued by a terrifying nightmare of a coming disaster

--her death at the hands of her son.

THIRD PLAY:

THE EUMENIDES

These events take place a few days after the closing of

The Libation Bearers.

With the Furies constantly tormenting him, Orestes seeks

refuge at Delphi and later in Athens. The Furies insist that

Orestes be punished for matricide.

A special court is convened by Athena to hear and judge

Orestes' case. Orestes is acquitted. This decision transforms

the Furies into benevolent spirits.

A triumphant procession closes the trilogy.
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APPENDIX F

PROGRAM FOR THE LIBATION BEARE



1975-76 Fine Arts Series
and

North Texas State University
Division of Drama

presents

THE LIBATION BEARERS
by Aeschylus

(presented without intermission)

directed by

Takis Muzenidis
Director (retired), National Theatre of Greece

Messenger
Clytemnestra
Attendants of Clytemnestra
Aegisthus
Agamemnon
Cassandra
Soldiers of Agamemnon
Orestes/Pylades

Slaves
Electra

Chorus

Servant
Celissa

Slaves

Furies

Athena
Trumpeter

CAST
(in order of appearance)

James Merrill Rollins
Cathy Smith
Beth Markowitz, Pat Young
Bob Alexander, David Hansen
Pete Vansyckle
Velva Carter
Ross Brady, David Gutierrez, Skip Ruff, Richard Skiles
Dan Brantley
Cranston Dodds
Mark Baltazar, William John Evarts
Karen Page Kalmbach
Debbie Taylor
Debi Anderson, Suzanne Burrows, Pam Evans, Frances
Fazio, Merry Field, Barbara Fletcher, Diana Galloway,
Marinell Hargrove, April Hendricks, Missy Hillaker,
Lisa Jarnagin, Sabrina Johnson, Karen Page Kalmbach,
LynnEtte Kilgore, Debbi Miller, Joy Poth, Debbie
Taylor, Terisa Whitehurst
Larry Cook
Pam Evans
Terisa Whitehurst
Tim Bennett, Russell Buonesera, Richard Duhon,
James Merrill Rollins
Cheryl Brown, Jean Cowsar, Becky Guy, Jean Hample-
man, Brita Harringer, Shirley Hernandez, Silva Meiss
Joanna Odom
Clint Cox
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APPENDIX F

PROGRAM FOR THE LIBATION BEARERS

TAKIS MUZENIDIS
Guest Director Takis Muzenidis draws from a rich background of theatre train-

ing and performance. His long career as Director of the National Theatre of Greece
has earned him recognition throughout the world. A native of Trebizonde, Turkey,
he first studied law at Athens University. He then studied drama, art history, history
of theatre and psychology at the Universities of Hamburg and Berlin.

In addition to serving as Professor of Acting at the State Academy of Theatre
Arts in Greece since 1938, Muzenidis also has founded and directed the Greek
School for Musical Theatre. Recognized internationally as an authority on Greek
theatre, he also has achieved a long list of credits from the works of such diverse
dramatists as Brecht, Ibsen, O'Neill, Kafka, Shaw and Strinberg.

PRODUCTION STAFF
Designer/Technical Director Daryl M. Wedwick
Costume Designers Brenda DeVore

David Newell
Music Composers John Gibson

Ken Bales
Choreographer Jean Cowsar
Assistant Director/Faculty Advisor David L. Evans
Assistant Director Danny Rogers
Stage Manager Mark Davis
Assistant Stage Manager Michael Loggins

PRODUCTION CREWS
Costumes Robin Abb, Debi Anderson, Paula Gage, David Hansen, April Hen-

dricks, Sabrina Johnson, Beth Markowitz, Glynn Ann Miller, David
David Newell, Jan Parten, Jim Rollins, Skip Ruff, Barb Schulze, Debbie
Jo Rollins, Bob Alexander, Brenda Devore, Costume Design Class, the
Chorus.

Construction Mark Baltazar, Val Chisholm, Monty Bintliff, Patricia Tippery,
Doug Walk, Kip Poarch, Steve Underwood, Mark Kennedy, Randy
Fields, Jim Villarreal, George Danielson, John Maruca, Stagecraft Class

Lights John Bode, Rusty Hunt, Dan Macejak, Barb Shulze
Make-up Arlene Thompson, Diane Golihar, Roger Smith, Jada Scroggins, Glenn

Warren
Properties Barbara Fletcher
Publicity Shelby Hager, Daniel Chisholm, Monty Goodson, Susan Read
House/Box Office Jo Hudson, Greg Farnsworth, Paul Moore, Rusty Hann, Byron

Buchanan, Jennifer Lewis
Sound John Gibson, Ken Bales
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FINALE SONG FOR THE LIBATION BEARERS

The cast and crew of The Libation

Bearers would like to invite you to

share in the celebration of the estab-

lishment of justice by singing with us

at the end of the show.

JUSTICE AND MERCY FOR ALL RULE THE EARTH,

JUSTICE AND MERCY FOR ALL,

AND PEACE REIGNS OVER MANKIND NOW,

AND PEACE REIGNS FOR US NOW.
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*IETIONA THGATAthentNovember 5th;1974

OF GRSS6CE _eO

North Texas State University
Theatre Department
Denton- Texas 72603

Dear Sir,
As you will observe from my enclosed biographyI have been

working and studying for the past thirty years theoretically and
practically in the theatre and I have specialized in the field of Ancet
Drama. For the past fifteen years I have been consistently giving

lectures and coursesas guest professor on the topic of the Ancient Gre:k

Theatre at most of the intellectual centers of Europe,..
In 1965 I was invited as guest professor to teach for three

months at the Department of Dramatic Art at the University of California,
Berkeley,wherein addition to having my program of classes and giving
public lectures,I also directed the "Antigone" by Sophocles with the
students of the Drama department and presented this tragedy in Berkeley'
open Hearst Greek Theatre ,

From that point I became professor at the Study Center of

Classical Drama of the University. of California at Delphi and A hens for

two consecutive schoolyearsand I directed with the Americal Students of
the Study Center " Rhesus " by Euripides at the Ancient theatre of Delphi
Beacause of the political situation the Study Center has stopped funcion-
ing since I968.Im 1972 1 directed the "Lysistrata " by Aristophaes at the
Ballas Theatre Center

I am intending to visit the United States from January through
April of 1975 and w1--.J9I 6,and I would very much
like :

a) to giveeither a limited or extensive series of lectures at
your departmentand

b) perhaps eventually if you wish me to direct one tragedLe of
comedy in your University Theatre-.

I have at my disposal 8mm.color films from performances of
ancient tragedies,under my directionfrom the official Festival of Epidat-
rus,plus 150 slides from performances of ancienrrtragedy taken from ;ai >4

countries which clearly give the initiative of the endeavors put forth
for the interpretation on ancient drama from various directors with
different interpretations.

Please inform me if you are interested in my proposal in the
time span that I have mentioned above,and please let me know the exact
period that youprefer .

My honorarium for each lasting one and one-half hours with slides
and film projections is 300 dollars9

The sumbjects of my lectures are the follows : a) Problems of the
modern interpretation of Ancient Drama , b) The Chorus, c) The Music,
d)The Acting#e)The Theatrical spacef) The Love in the Ancient Drama,
g)The influence of Ancient Drama on modern theatre,h)The interpretation
of Attic Comedy,i)The absurd in Ancient Dram4.

Five-Universities have already accepted my proposal and I am
ready to array ge my program and my cycle of lecturesthereforeI would
be very much obliged &f you could answer e as soon as possible.

R espeT a kd thankfully your

.- NI B",RST Takis Muzenidis
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I thiuk you would flnd directing u Denetoe rewarding experteee.
Our students .are metly uadergraduetes but are eagw to learn
and do seed the exposNW to m o ysow talent and rpntatio..

Pleas, let sl hear from you If you are interested. I anelesiag
broehtare *bout North Texas tate Vuiversity end the Drama and
Fie Arts Programs here.

Cordially,

carl J. Harder itI
Streetor of Division of Drama

goal

CJM:tb

BCC: Dr. Dorothy Pijon
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March 12, 1975

3/13/75
AIR MAIL
SPECIAL DELIVERY

Mr. Takis Mizenidis
c/o Mr. George Christoutoularis
115 E. 9th Street
Apt. #5
New York, N. Y. 10003

Dear Mr. Muzenidis:

In response to our telephone conversation March 11 I would

like to extend an offer which would bring you to North Texas State

University, Denton, Texas, in the spring of 1976. This is an

unofficial offer at this time but, if acceptable to you, we will

then put this into an official and formal contractual agreement.

We would like you to come to North Texas State University

in Denton and reside on campus and direct a classical Greek play in

our University Theatre, using our students from the areas 
of Drama,

Dance, Msic and Art in production work 
and as performers.

We, because of our academic calender, would 
like you to be

on campus February 8 through March 9 (31 calendar days). We will

pay you a resident artist fee of $1,500.00, plus provide housing and

meals on campus for you and your daughter.

The choice of the play will be decided on 
by mutual agreement,

and we will have available students of dance, a student composer 
and

instrumentalists$ art students for costume and set design purposes, 
and

drama students to function in technical and acting capacities.

Casting can begin February 8 and rehearsals immediately

following. Rehearsal may be scheduled allday weekends and after

4:00 P.M. on week days. Rehearsals can last from 4 to midnight, if

necessary. Production dates would be scheduled March 
5 (Friday)

through March 9 (Tuesday). Production costs are estimated at no

more than $1,500.00.

We need a concrete answer from you no later than April 15,

1975, in order to set up our Production Budget and Calendar.
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W4. Takis Mtzenidis -2- -March 12, 1975

I hope we can have a person of your talent and artistic
ability with us next year. It would be a stimulating experience for
our faculty and students.

I feel you would be happy with area, as you have many friends
and fans in Dallas.

Cordially,

CARL J. ARDER III
Director
Division of Drama

CJ,4: bas
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NATIONAL THEATRE
OP GRE6CE

Mr. Carl J. Marder III
Director ,Division of Brama
North Texas State University
Denton. Texas 76203

Athens 26-3-75

Dear Mr. Marder,

In answering your letter of March 12,Iam pleased to informe you

that I accept all the terms mentioned in it.

The only term *hich I cannot estimate is the production costs,

mentioned in your letter,because I am not familiar with the costs

of such a production in an Universty-Theatre. Anyway ,I think that

is not possible to provide new costums for the leading parts,the

Chorus-members and the attendents,that means for,approximatly,30

to 35 costums,within the mentioned amount.

Blease be so kind as to send meas soon as possible,the official

contractual agreement.

My af6te mentioned acceptance of your unofficial offer would have

its full value until the 15th of May 1975.

Hpping to hear from you soon

Cordially

Takis Muzenidis

ATHENS 103
0. MARNI STP4EET

TIEL 031.006
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April 30, 1975

Mr. Takis Muzenidis, Director
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREECE
10, Marni Street
Athens 103, Greece

Dear Ir. Mizenidis:

The Fine Arts Committee, in cooperation with the academic

disciplines of Drama, Dance, Music and Art, would like to extend to you

a formal and official offer to come to North Texas State University in

Denton, Texas, to reside on campus and direct a classical Greek play

in our University Theatre, working with N.T.S.U. students from the areas

of Dance, Music, Drama, and Art in production work and as performers.

We invite you to arrive on campus Sunday, February 8, 1976,
and remain through Tuesday, March 9, 1976 (31 calendar days). The Fine

Arts Committee will pay you a resident artist fee of $1,50000, and

provide housing and meals in campus housing and cafeteria for you and

your daughter, who we understand travels with you.

The choice of the play to be produced during your stay on

campus will be selected by you from one of the three listed below:

1. Choephori and Eumenides (Aeschylus) (together on one bill)

2. TheBirds (Aristophanes)
3. Peace (Aristophanes)

I remind you, our season's theme is concerned with the Bicentennial

Celebration of the U.S.A. Also, we have more female performers in

drama and dance than male.

Students will be abailable to dance, compose, serve as

instrumentalists, design and construct scenery, costumes, properties

and lighting, act and serve as technical and production crews,
including special assistants to the director.

Casting can begin February,8, and rehearsal imediately
following. Rehearsals may be scheduled all day weekends and after

4:00 P.M. on week days. Rehearsals can last from 4 to midnight, when

necessary. Production dates will be Friday, March 5., through Tuesday,

March 9 (5 performances).
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Mr. Takis. Muzenidis -2- April 30, 1975

Production costs, which includes all costs in constructing
scenery, properties, costumes, lighting, programs and posters, and cost
for reproducing musical scores, cannot exceed $1,500.00, which is to be
paid out of the Division of Drama budget. (In lieu of explanation concerning
production cost, all stock equipment and materials in the theatre are
available for use at no charge--i.e.., lighting instruments and gelatins,
some sewing materials, some lumber and paint, etc.)

The designs and executions of the scenery, costumes, lights
and musical scores are subject to your approval within the limitations of
our university staff and students' abilities. Scenery and costume designs
will be submitted to you by December 1, 1975, and must be approved by
you by January 15, 1976, in order to be completed by first dress rehearsal
on March 2. To meet these deadlines we must in turn have your basic
ideas, thoughts, and production concepts about the play by October 1, 1975.
It would be most helpful if you could give us an indication of musical
style. Our Music School has an exciting electronic music area. We
recognize costume fittings cannot be accomplished until after casting on
February 8. Therefore, designs must be conceived with construction time
and budget in mind.

We are pleased to invite a gentleman of your talents and
reputation to our campus. With your mary friends and fans in this
geographical area we feel you will find added pleasure.

We are enclosing two copies of this letter which we consider
an official contract. Please sign, date and return one copy to us by
June 1, 1975. Also, if possible, at this same time we would like a decision
on which play you will be directing so that we can have a Season. Brochure
printed.

Cordially,

CARL J. MARDER III
Director, Division of Drama

CJN:bas

ACCEPTED AND APPROVED:

Takis Mhienidis

(dated)
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NATIONAL THEATRE
OF GREECE

Mr. Carl J. Marder [Ii
Director of Division of Drama
North Texas State University
Denton ,Texas 76203

Athens 13-5-75

Dear Mr. Murder,
Thank you for your letter of April 30.
I am sending you the signed copy and I would like to express my pleasure
for this collaboration.
Play: I prefer the double-bill Choephoroi -Eumenides.
Casting: In order to reach a better result I must have two separate
women-chorus, one for the Choephoroi consisting from 15 girls and one
second for the Eumenides consisting from 19 girls ( -lus the second
women chorus at the very end of the Eumenides, which can be formed
by the members of the chorus of the Choephoroi The Erinyes (Furies)4 chorus is very difficult and needs much more rehearsals. In the above
proposed way, we will have two schedules of chorus-trainingeach one
lasting 5 hours per day.But we need different rehearsal-rooms (2),and

Q two choreographers)
Translations: I have already the following translations in my personal-libr--y- TPaul RocheThe Orestes Jpays of Aeschylus,A Mientor BookI962b)George Thomson,The Oresteia trilogy,The Laureal Classical DramaI965
c)Philip Vellacott,The Oresteian trilogyPenguin BooksI956

@)Richmond LattimoreAeschylus I.,A modern library book,1942
and now I will try to find other translations too,in order to make the
best selection. If you have other translations please send it to me
as soon as possible.
Music: Considering the chorus as the main element of the Greek Tragedy
< neld to have the music of the lyrical parts( the odes) from the
beginning of the rehearsals. I prefer the electronic music but we need
several melodies for the singing parts. After the selection of the
tralation,I will be able to send to you my directorial notes in details
for the composers. It is worthy to have two separate composers for the
two plays. The first one must have more capacities in the lyrical
( singing ) parts and the second one more abilities for the dancing and
rythmic music.
ceneries: In order to send you a detailed outline for the sceneries,
( There will be three desighs,one for the ChopEoroi and two for the
Eumenides),I need to have as soon as possible:
a) The ground plan of the main-stage and the side-stage. The exact
dimentions (Wlidthdepthprosciniumand height)
b) A plan of the stage end the auditorium in conection and relation.
c) A picture of the interior of the Theatre.
The designer will have w full instractions fro me.
On the 30th of Aay I will leave for Berlin for ten days(XVI Congress
of the I.T.I.) and then for another T5 days for Warsaw( Polland) for theseason of the Theatre of the Nations. The program of the performences
in 7arsaw is very exciting.
Please write me Uo my Athenatrbess. T7 h ost will reach me abroad.

C rdially

Takis Yuzenidi.s
rHENS 103
ARNI STREET
iL. 831.005
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Comments from Dr. Wedwick: (for Takis Muzenidis)

Enclosed are blueprints of our University .Theatre. On the
floor plan the stage area is indicated by the blue outline; the
auditorium by the brown outline. Flanking the proscenium arch are
areas labeled "upper level oper." on the floor plan. These areas
consist of 3 decks, each 8'-0" in height and each level has four
doors. Each of these doors can be opened parallel to the proscenium
arch, as shown on the plan, or they can be opened completely covering
the adjacent door. The section view gives another view of said areas.
However, unless the doors are opened completely, anyone standing in
such areas is not visible to most of the audience.

The removable apron consists of a number of platforms
which can be adjusted to form a variety of configurations within the
indicated space.

Our proscenium curtain operates either vertically or
horizontally.

The proscenium arch is 45'-O" wide and 24'-O" high. From
stage floor to grid is 65'-0". Due to the width of the auditorium,
we are frequently confronted with masking problems on the sides of
the stage. Other dimensions are indicated on the floor plan.

I have also enclosed a diagram of our electrical circuit
locations, in case that may be of any help to you.
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August 29, 1975

Mr. Takis Muzenidis, Director
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREECE
10, Marni Street
Athens 103, Greece

Dear Mr. Muzenidis:

Thank you for your pictures for publicity purposes. As the
semester gets underway at North Texas everyone concerned becomes more
and more excited about your arrival and your directing.

You mentioned in your letter that I had not responded to all
of the questions in your May 13 correspondence. Please let me pass on
the following responses.

You say that you would like two separate women chorus, which
would total 34 females. I assume at this point that we will have 34
females available. I cannot vouch for all of their dramatic ability.
Two separate rehearsal periods and places for these chorus groups will
be no problem for us.

You did say you would need two choreographers, and I am not
sure exactly what would be expected of these two people. Our dance
division tells me that dancers are available, but they cannot guarantee
that any of the dancers are capable choreographers.

Next, any of the translations that you mentioned for the plays
are acceptable. I have no other suggestions.

In consideration of your comments about the music, as soon as
we receive your directorial notes for the composers I will make direct
contact with the music department.

I have passed on your request concerning three separate set
designs to our designer/technical director, and.he is awaiting further
instruction from you.

Thank you for your willingness to be in Denton on February 6 inorder to speak to the Texas Educational Theatre Association in Dallas.
I will contact you more specifically about this later this fall.

I look forward to hearing from you and seeing you.

Cordially,

CARL J. MURDER III
Director, Division of DramaCJI: baa
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Athens Athens II- 9- 1975

Dear Mr. Marder,

Thank you for your letter of August 29.

In order tebe able to give the necessary instructions for the music,we

have to choose definitely the translation. As I wrote you in my letter

13-5-45,1 had in that time the following translations:

a)P. Roche :The Orestes plays of A. , Mentor Book 1962

b) G. Thomson: The Oresteia trilogy , Laureal clas, drama I965-

c) P0 Vellacott :Tfte Oresteian Trilogy, Penguin 1956

d) R. Lattimore : Aeshylus I , modernn Library 1942

In the meantime I had the opportunity to examine the following transla

tions'too:

e) T.A.Buckley :The tragedies of Aeshylos, Belland and sons 1876 and

the new edition-translation by G. Burges,American Book Comp.

f) L, Cambell :T e seven plays in English,Oxfort pr. 1923

g) S. Blackie: The lyrical dram.of A. ,Everyman Library 1936

h)W. Smyth : Agamemnon,Libation bearers and Eumenides,Loeb clas. 1957

i) A, Swanwick: The dramas of A. ,Bell and Dadly 1873

j) G. Warr : The Oresteia of A. ,George Allan 1928

k) Gilbert Marrey : Aeshylos ,G. Allen 1928

1) John Lewin : The house of Atreus , Minnesota Univ. 1966

From all those translations I prefer the last one done by John Lewin.

This is a free Fdrptation rather than a true translation made for the

weilknown production of Tyron Guthrie in Minnesota,who had taken care

of the version for the stpge.

Next to thisT prefer the tranlation by Prof. of Greek in the Univ. of

Birmingham Georqe Thomson,a very well known scholar ,who has published

the famous bookp:keshylos and Athens and the Oresteia in two volumes with

an introduction and commentary,edited first 1y the Czechoslovac Academy

of Sienees in Prague and then by Adolf Hakkert in Amsterdam 1966.

This one is a true translation by a schollar but who is not a poet as wel(

So fiwall ,T Tpropose the adaptation by John Lewis(Vinnepot Dramsn Editio

Nr.2, Tyron Gutbrie editor,Uinneapolis -The University of Yinnesota press
in association with the Tinesotp Theatre Company)

,his adaptation has well maden cuts,is clear and intelligriblehas a

certain poetical value and the lanvuaqe is modern nd theatrical.
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P ease check ti s last trPnslqtion-adaptAtion and let me kOmv your

opinion ,so that T may statt working on it. I need a two weeks time

to prenpre my instructions for the composer. If you agree with me

please order the needed books.

As for the set-designs I will send yousome sketches before I leave

Athens ,first for Sofia -Bulgarie ,where I shall have a few rehearsals

to refresh# my production of Elektra by Eurinides ,produced three years

agh at the Yatinal Theatre of Bulgar~a ard which is still on the

progam .They have performed the play 53 times in a full house of

1200 spectators.

I will leave Athens for Sopia on the 2 of Octomber and T will be back

on the I5 of Octomber. Text to this trip and around th-e I5th of 77ovember

I will have a cucle of six lectures at the University of Vienna( Theatrt-

Wissentschaftliches Institut)

I look forward to hearing from you
C-rdi~ally

Takis IIuZenidis
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Takis Muzenidis

Athens Athens 25-9-75

Mr. Carl J. Marder III

Director ,Division of Drama

North Texas State University

Denton, Texas

Dear Mr. Marder,

This is to ask you kindly f'r the following subject:

In order to receive from the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs

a free air-plain ticket Athhns-Dallas-Athens,I need to have

a written invitation from your Department testifying that

" I am invided to direct an ancient greek Drama ( libation

Bearers and Eumenides by Aeshylos ),to lecture on the same sub-

ject and to discus with you on the comming publication of #he

periodical THESPIS,and that the University will cover all my

living expenses during my stay in Texas'

The invitation-letter has to be send to me personally ,without

mentioning any honorarium.

On the 8th of October I will leave for Sofia in order to direct

some refreshing rehearsals of my production of Elektra by Euri-

pides which I have presented three years ago at the Natinal Youth

Theatre of Bulgaria and itr 4 still on the schedule. On the 20th

of Octobre I have to go to Cyprus and then to Vienna for lectures.

Hoping to hear from you soon

Cordi lly
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November 1, 1975

Mr. TAkis Muzenidis, Director
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREECE
10, Marni Street
Athens 103, Greece

Dear Mr. Muenidis:

As the faculty designer at North Texas State University
I will be designing and building the sets for The Libation Bearers

axI Eumenides. We met only briefly during your visit last spring,
and Thave not yet had the opportunity to get the benefit of your
thinking regarding the sets and lights for the two shows.

I would appreciate receiving any suggestions you may
have regarding the sets and lights as soon as possible. In order

for me to return designs to you by December 15, I would like to

hear from you by December 1 regarding at least your general
concepts of the two productions. Floor plans, some indications
of acting areas or patterns of movement, or any sketches or
indications of style of designs would also be welcome.

I am looking forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

DARYL M. WEDWICK, Ph.D.
Designer/Technical Director
Asst. Professor

DiW:bas
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Zr. layl LWOeWI4k
Dnsinrs/tnhaial Dirneter

Notrk Tae State University

Athens 23. II e75

Dowr *. Wotuk,

ak for y a kL letter -at In fth.

I em eaing ym a heady pla of the syathetie set of both plays.
The 0101g1- ,im O.f NO JW ,will be with soue additional pinoes.

As you m isajia (Lue to my bat art of patting),j would like to have

something alluding the assient Theatre ,bt in an abstract way.

The radius (the seetten o seats) ,are t as usual syatrie. Thre ee

mwe or lss ,broke stems placedd hoeeat there aI various stas

and foms. I w 4u like to ha the diserter ant the irregularity into

The flap testes mat nOt give an impnsioneithsr natuslistlS nW

realistic. Evthing must be conventioeal and abstract.

My plan is made aewding to the pdated plan of the arehitets SautIll
POwlet jott of Tes ,ant has the same dimensies.
The stugi axv A has ean malinatiea(deelivity) of IS em. a nter(see plall

The rouwveable arrow B has alno an inolination (of Sn. a ntw(see plan II

a,bee, Ihe steps eek i9e'. iht
D Ium a" two passages with inelintios leading to the back-tage

(so. plas II an III)
P is an VEIN, like dear without *%atter otoot.
Sawe passages
I is a Vry elear solost etrele imitating the ciruelar orchestra of the

etest theatre.
K Is a Oifalar horines.

The height of the section of seats will be nomre than 2 mten.Ant in
the mitle of the radios at the bacA ,I wad like to have the
possibility to present the gst of Clytemnsra Is the send play,

S iv II- w by a .lovater.

Aseowdiug to this primtive plan I would like to have,if it is possible,
the stau,-tnign in eoleur.
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I I -

As you are familiar with the conditions of the stage in Dentonyou

may propose any necessary alteration.

IHviing in mini that I will leave Athens first for Vienna and then for

paris on the I0th of Jaruary. ,please be s&O kind is to send me your

proposal as soon as possible.

I am extremrly excited about my cemf*g in Denton and work vith you

arA I look forward to bearing about your design ideas.

Taki :Auzenidis
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'irCarl harderr

Athens 26-11-75

)ear Mr. Tf1arder,

sent yesterday a letter to Tr. Wedwick,concerninr7 the sets.Enclosed

rou will find a copy of that letter ard three copies of three outlines,

am anxious for tke music. I must have it as soon as possible in order

o be able to send new instructions.,

y schedule has been changed because of somme news obligations here in

thens. I will leave on the I0th of january for Vienne and Paris and I

uppose to reach New York on the Ist of 1ebrupryI976.

s every year I need a Visa for my coming in USA .In the past ,theUniversit

n which a had to stay longer thnn in the other Universities in the same

ear,provided me this invitation-visa ,through the authorities in your

tates. This, visa has to be send from your authorities to the American

mbassy in Athens. Please be so kind as to come in contact with the autho-

ities there ,in order to arrange this theme and let me know the results

s soon as possible.

ccording to my Passport of service :Theodore Louzenidis,fathers name Kyria

os ,jTetteure en so6neborn 19II . Time span of my stay in USA :from KU

Lie Irst of February to the 31 of ',arch 1976. Nomber of Passport 5 5695

-9-73, permanent address : Marni IO,Athens i'03,Greece. Tel,8231005

Cordially yours

I akis Muzenidis
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December 9, 197K

Mr. Takis Muenidis, Director
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GREECE
10, Marni Street
Athens 103, Greece

Dear Mr. Mazenidis:

Enclosed is a floor plan and color rendering. The sketches

you sent were extremely helpful to me and your 
concept of the set is

an exciting one.

However, considering the factors of time and money (primarily

the latter) I must strongly recommend two changes. First, using the

flat stage floor, rather than an inclined floor. This would also apply

to the apron area. M'y color rendering assumes a flat floor. We could

possibly imply an inc by sloping ramps in all entrances--A and B on

the floor plan. I am afraid the cost of an inclined floor is prohibitive,

although I agree completely with the design concept. 
Second, there is

not presently a curved sky cyclorama or 
horizon, nor the apparatus to

hang one here at North Texas.

The color rendering shows the set in shades of brown. 1

reason for choosing browns is that the proscenium 
is wood and will

tie in nicely with the browns. However, it may be that this may convey

too "warm" an atmosphere for the two plays. The circular orchestra is

delineated with the light brown and the remainder of the floor will be

a darker color. Perhaps it would help to define the circular area on

the apron by meaas of placing some broken segments along the edges, as

shown on one side of the rendering.

I do have some questions regarding your use of the set. Will

you be placing actors on the "seat" sedtions on the stage? Will

Clytemnestra's ghost rise from within the upstage 
"seat" section or can

we plan for her to rise from behindit? As these matters will have a

bearing on my plans for the construction of the set, I would appreciate

your answers by mid-January. Any other suggestions you may have will

also be welcome.
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STks Mzenidis -2- December 9, 1975

If you would have no further use for myr color rendering after

the shows close in March, I would like to keep it for my portfolio.

It is my understanding that Dr. Marder will be in touch with

you shortly concerning the music and costumes.

I am looking forward to meeting you in Denton.

Sincerely,

DARYL M. WEDWICK, Py.D.

Dfw :bas
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Tki 7uzeridis 109
Athens

TTr, Carl JO 'arder III
Director of the Division of Drama
,orth Texas 7tat e UHrivercity
Denton-Texas

Athens I4-12-75

Dear 7r. T arder,

Along with my greetings for the Tew Yer,I would like to comb back on

the three points that I mentioned in my previous letters.

A- As you already know I will leave Athens ,definitely,on the I0th of

January 1976 in order tovisit first Vienna nd then Paris .I plan to

be in New York -not or t1 e Irst of February,as I wrote you-but on

the 5th of February in order to reach Denton ofi the 6th or t' e meeti

of the 7th February. Accordincly I must have the USA visa ,as soon as

possibleas I wrote you on the 26th of November. Attached you will find

the copy of this my letter,The visa for my stay of 55days (5 Februar

to 31 of March 1976)must be send to your Embassy hier in Athers.Please

let me know by cable the sending of the visa.

B- I have not yet the compositions for the musical parts.I sent-m 8 ins-

tructions twe months ago,

C- On the 23-11-75 I sent you and to 'Tr. Viedwick instructions concernin 

the set. I have not yet any rely.

Please take under cosideration that because of the holidays the Embas -T

will be closed and the post very busy.

Refying upon you for an immediate~~a-c6tt on these three points,

I remain cordially yours

Takis Muzenidi
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January 14, 1976

Wr Takis Muenidis, Director
NATIONAL THEATRE OF GRECE
C/o De Wargny
3 Place Wagram
5me etage
Paris 75017

Dear We. Muzenidis

I have been asked by Dr. Murder to act as your faculty advisor

and assistant director while you are here to direct for us. Preparations

are underway, and excitement is growing with the nearness of your

arrival.

In order to make things go more smoothly upon your arrival,

perhaps we can set some audition procedures 
so that the students

will know how to prepare. For instance, would you prefer cold

readings or prepared auditions? Will the students need to make

preparations for vocal or dance auditions? You may use a try-out

form of your own, or we will supply our standard form. If there

are any preparations I can make beforehand, I will be glad to oblidge.

Concerning your letter of January 7, 1976, Dr. Wedwick mailed

a floor plan and color rendering on December 9, 1975. Hopefully, it

is just late getting there, but just in 
caso; you will find enclosed

copies of both. John Gibson, in charge of music, said he mailed you

the music yesterday. He mailed it to the Paris address.

Dr. Murder said to tell you that actual producing 
problems with

regard to the classical dramas" would 
be of greatest interest for the

convention. He said that 30 minutes would be appropriate.

I am looking forward to meeting you personally and working 
with

you on a very exciting production.

Sincerely,

DAVID L. EVANS

DLE:bas
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Dear Mr. Muzenidis,

With this letter I am enclosing photo-copies of the original

costume plates. All of these designs are based on how I have pictured

the characters after reading the script and your correspondencies with

the department. Of course, I welcome any comments, alterations, or

changes to the designs from you. Connected to each plate are swatches

of material that we are considering using. I have discussed the color

scheme with both Dr. Murder and Dr. Wedwick, both seem to agree with

a black and white color scheme played against a brown set.

In the photo-copy process the black was lost in the plates, so

the areas with a hazy black line are areas that are solid black on

the original plates. These areas are mostly confined to capes and

patterns on the material.

Orestes: An ankle-length white skirt that is belted double at

the waist. The skirt is cut full for easy movement and
draping. Over this, a full black cape that possibly trails.
The cape is caught at the front with a double clasp and yoke.

Electra: A full-length empire waisted gown with a train. The

bodice may have bead work or a pattern. Over this she wears

a knee length black cape and some type of jewel work.

Chorus: Both female chorus lines wear identical costumes. The

black set will be those in mourning. They wear full-length

skirts and a hip-le ngth cape. So hair styles will match, I
have pur all the chorus in braided turbans.

Clytemnestra: A very full and high-waisted gown with a standing
ruff. The sleeves are very full and caught at the elbow

with a ruffle. For her appearance as a ghost she may wear

the same gown with a grey veil or the same gown in grey.

Furies: A simple dark grey bikini brief with a patterned grey

overskirt. The curly waist and head pieces are of curled

paper.
Apollo: A pleated multi-length skirt that repeats the yoke and

shield pattern. Over this a full black cape with a train.
Athena: A very flowy white gown with a trailing white cape. Her

helmet is topped with a feather that trails down her back
and is the same length as the cape.

I am looking forward to meeting you and working under your direction.

Sincerely,

David Newell
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Takis Muzenidis

Paris Paris 25-I- 76

Mr. David Evans
Division of Drama
North Texas State Univers.
Denton - Texas

Dear Mr. Evans,
Thank you for your letter of January 14 which I received to-day.

I am asking to
a-order enough books of the translation for the whole cast and

the Chorus-leaders
b-make copies from all tthe chorus-songs for the Chorus-members

I prefer the prepared auditions
I have not received neither the original letter (9-12-75) of Dr. Wedwick,nor

the colored rendering.
Please be so kind as to informe Dr. Wedwick on the following:

I-.The flat floor will cause bad impressions of the setting and problems for the

rise en place of the Chorus.
2- As I have not the colored rendering I prefer to discuse the colours in Dento

3- I will like to have a plastic and colored Modelof the setting

4- I will have actors and Choruspmembers in the seat sections

5- Clytemnestra s ghost rise from within the upstage " seat" section.

Please informe Mr. Marder that I will arrive in Dallas-airport 
on the

6th of February by 4'9 17.

Looking forward to meeting you
Since ely

Takis Muzenidis
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OIECTOR
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Athens 6-5-76

Dear Tavid:

Thqnk you for your Letter. I was for a while abroad.

Unforunately I have not anythink ready o-,. my background.. The only

written material is my Eio rphical 
notes. T am sending you ore.

_lea2 s kind as to serd me some photogrPphes of our 2r-

mence-as mny Ps possible. I asked Mr. Marder and Mrs. Felicitas

but w~thot success It is neces-arv to have them beacause 
of various

int rna tonal publication T it is a matter of expenses T am ready

to cover them in my next visit in U.S.A.

As you know I will be in Virginia from the I0th of January 1977

until thie end of February and perhaps 
after this periode for a stay

of five weeks in Texas. Have already an agreement 
for Texas too,

but a new and extremely interesting proposal from Vienna could 
change

thnis last stay ir Texas.

I need also to have the critisisms in the newspaper if there are

some ,for myT file.

I am remembering with pleasur my stay in your campus and our warm

collaboration.

My frii t all of our collaborators ,to 7r. Taraer
Myfiendly greetings 

to

and specially to your wire

Cord- yours

Takis iLuzenidis

ATHENS 108

MARNI STREET
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EAAHNIKON KENTPON TOY AIEGNOYE INETITOYTOY OEATPOY

rPA0DEIA: OA01 XAAKOKONAYAH 36 AeHNAI 102 - THA. 535859 - TAX. eYP. 905

CENTRE HELLENIQVE DE L'INSTITT AHELLENIC CENTRE OF THE INTER-

INTERNATIONAL DV- THEATRE NATIONAL THEATRE INSTITUTE

36, CHALKOKONDYLI STR.-ATHENS 102 - GREECE - TEL. 535859 - P.O.B. 905

OPrANOTIKH ElITPOITH AIEONOYE-AIAEKEVEOE EATPOY

COMIC Tt D'ORQANISATION INTERNATIONAL THEATRE CONFERENCE

DE LA CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE ORANI ZINQ COMMI TTEE

DV THEATRE Athens 23-5-76

Dear David,
I amsending you a very handy answer to your questions:
I-It was in 1935. Te State Theater of this large city has proclaimed
an internatinal competition for one position of an assistent directore
Seventeen young artists from different countries took part in this
competition. An englishman X4 ,descendant of the well know theatre
family Yeats and myself were selected by the committee . The famous
director Fehling had to decide who of both of us will be angaged.
After somedays of discussions with Fehiing ,heselected me for the

position.An d I thing because I was without any protection,while
my competitor had a lot of well known personalities in Germanie and
abroad ,who they have overflowed him with letters and tephone callls
of recommentations of all kinds.
II- I have bi&n for fife years in that first perde and later on, two
more years.
III- The National Theatre of Greece invited me to come back as director
in 1938.
IV- Because of my attitude during the German occupation the Greek
uisling governement has release me from this position in 1942 through

a4 official legislative order.
After that with three of the most well known actors of the !',ational
Theatre ,we greated an independent company and we had big successes
during the two last years of the occupation.
Some years after the deliberation I founded the experimental company
" Curtain" ,starding with the Tempest by Shakespeare and " Don Carlos"
by Schiller. 'vie performed without set-designes and costumes using only
some symbolic elements. It was a kind of expressionism and costructivism.
V- Prof. Garff Wilson-at that time noi known to me 6 Prof. of the Univ.
of California has seen a production of mine at the Epidauros . etival.
He recommended to t e Department of The Theatre Arts to invite me ,and so
I was ,for the first time in U.S.A. in 1965,directing the Antigone at
the open air Greek Theatre of Bergley. After the considerable succes.
of the production ,the president of the Univer. of California Prof.
Kehr has accepted my proposal to establish a Campus in Delphi. The Study
Center of Classical Drama of the Univer. of Califor'nia has been establi-
shed by an agreement between the Greek Governement (Minister of Education
and the regents of the Univer. of California. First managing director
was Prof. Travis Bogard and I was co-director.
Because of the colonels the A-erican students denied to continue their
participation and so in 1968 we had to stop t'e operation of the Ceter.
Since this periode I have visited fife times the U.S.A. -nd I had the
opportunity to lecture ,to direct seminars and to direct plays in
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EAAHNIKON KENTPON TOY AIEONOYE INETITOrTOY' OEATPOY

rPA0EIA: QAQE XAAKOKONAYAH 36 - AeHNAI 102 - THA. 535859 - TAX. OYP. 905

CENTRE HELLtNIQJE DE L'INSTITVJTHELLENIC CENTRE OF THE INTER-

INTERNATIONAL DV THEATRE NATIONAL THEATRE INSTITUTE

36, CHALKOKONDYLI STR.-ATHENS 102 - GREECE - TEL. 535859 - P.O.B. 905

OPPANOTIKH ElTITPOJTH AIEONOYE AIAEKEVE1E OEATPOY

COMIC Tt D'ORCQANISATION INTERNATIONAL THEATRE CONFERENCE

DE LA CONFtRENCE INTERNATIONALE O R Q A N I Z I NQ CO M M I. T T E E

DV THEATRE
- II -

18 Universities some ofkt em 2,3,an 4 times.

I[ rec-,ived: a-The Berkley Citation .11 The Univ. of California, Berkley

honors Takis .iiuzenidis for distinguished achivement and for notable

service to the Univ. This was the text of the award,signed by the presi--

dent in the year of 1970
b- An i award of excellence pretented to T.M. for his direction of

Lysistrata -Iarch 1972 at the Dallas Theatre Center
c-Tye reconat ion of theh North Texas Stata Univ. at Denton for " his

contribution to th education enrichment and appreciation of the art

of Theatre through his production of the Libation Bearers -iarch 1976.

,1; y last Tour in U.S.A. had the following purposes:

a) To continue my teaching activities in different Univ. in U.S.A,

1 directedia TOdays seminar at the Dallas 
Theatre Center and lectured

at the Univer. of Texas at Arlpngton

b)To produce the Libation Bearers at t e North Texas btate Univ. at

Dent on,
and c) To complete my researches concerning o, the Youth of U.SQA. Since

more than four years I amtrigosud 
the psychologyanthido

logical tendencies of the youth in U.S.A. hoping to be able to write

a book on the probleme.tU

In order to come in closer contm9ct with the different niver. and

after a recornmerntiofl of friends ,I wrote to,the Depart. of the TTTSI-'TJ4

N r. 'Ilarder had the kindness to -nswer me on 25 November 1974 sayinrp

among others :."As a former gradu1.)ate of the Dr.)llas F11.eatre Ceterj,as

1out working" vien you directed Tysistrata there,but I did have t e

opportunity, to see that fine production and talk with. "r. raker rand

te students involved.They all spoke hiliv of you as a directorean

Artist~a Scholar and an Individual ",and aoked me to direct a Rreek

ramat Denton. This was the starting point. You know all the rest

as close collaborator firsttof W9'r. rd nd then in emse.

.1i1 next Tour will beg-inon October 1976first by, directing a three months

yexnar on different stiles in the theatre at the Theaterwissenschaft-
4i -T T-"y+If VieaOn January 10 I will start

lce nttto-Th Univtersj_ uy v.
my rehearsals of Lysistrata at Richmond College -Virc~inia ,and finally

in. the beginning of Narch I will direct anoncient Creek iDram2 at-Richland

College ,Dallas -Texas,
In tha perlode I will have the opportunity to meet you and. our friends

in eenton.
Iv warm regards to your wife and to I am waiting the Photo-

raphs of the Production Cordil ,ours
C f ''ia o r
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